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Abstract. This paper focuses on the design of sequential quadratic optimization (commonly
known as SQP) methods for solving large-scale nonlinear optimization problems. The most compu-
tationally demanding aspect of such an approach is the computation of the search direction during
each iteration, for which we consider the use of matrix-free methods. In particular, we develop a
method that requires an inexact solve of a single QP subproblem to establish the convergence of the
overall SQP method. It is known that SQP methods can be plagued by poor behavior of the global
convergence mechanism. To confront this issue, we propose the use of an exact penalty function with
a dynamic penalty parameter updating strategy to be employed within the subproblem solver in such
a way that the resulting search direction predicts progress toward both feasibility and optimality. We
present our parameter updating strategy and prove that, under reasonable assumptions, the strategy
does not modify the penalty parameter unnecessarily. We also discuss a matrix-free subproblem
solver in which our updating strategy can be incorporated. We close the paper with a discussion of
the results of numerical experiments that illustrate the benefits of our proposed techniques.
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1. Introduction. In this paper, we consider the use of sequential quadratic
optimization (commonly known as SQP) methods for solving large-scale nonlinear
optimization problems (NLPs) [1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 15, 18]. While they have proved to be
effective for solving small- to medium-scale problems, SQP methods have traditionally
faltered in large-scale settings due to the expense of (accurately) solving large-scale
quadratic subproblems (QPs) during each iteration. However, with the use of matrix-
free methods for solving these subproblems, one may consider the acceptance of in-
exact subproblem solutions. Such a feature offers the possibility of terminating the
subproblem solver early, perhaps well before an accurate solution has been computed.
This characterizes the type of strategy that we propose in this paper.
Some work has been done to provide global convergence guarantees for SQP meth-
ods that allow inexact subproblem solves [8]. However, the practical efficiency of such
an approach remains an open question. A critical aspect of their implementation is
the choice of subproblem solver since it must be able to provide good inexact solu-
tions quickly, as well as have the ability to compute highly accurate solutions—say,
by exploiting well-chosen starting points—in the neighborhood of a solution of the
NLP. In addition, while a global convergence mechanism such as a merit function or
filter is necessary to guarantee convergence from remote starting points, any NLP al-
gorithm can suffer when such a mechanism does not immediately guide the algorithm
toward promising regions of the search space. To confront this issue when an exact
penalty function is used as a merit function, we propose a dynamic penalty parame-
ter updating strategy to be incorporated within the subproblem solver so that each
computed search direction predicts progress toward both feasibility and optimality.
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This strategy represents a stark contrast to previously proposed techniques that only
update the penalty parameter after a sequence of iterations, in hindsight at the end
of an iteration [1, 9, 10], or at the expense of numerous subproblem solves within a
single iteration [3, 5, 7].
To provide some context about how the algorithm proposed in this paper compares
to other recently proposed SQP-type methods in the literature, let us contrast our
approach with those proposed in [3] and [8]. The penalty SQP method proposed in
[3] was motivated by the desire to formulate an SQP approach that attains strong
convergence guarantees when solving problems regardless of whether they involve
constraints that are feasible or infeasible. Toward this end, the approach involved a
novel dynamic updating scheme for the penalty parameter that, e.g., quickly drives
the algorithm toward constraint violation minimization when infeasibility is detected.
The approach relies on exact solves of two QP subproblems per iteration; the first
determines the reduction that can be obtained in a local model of an infeasibility
measure while the second minimizes a local model of the objective while ensuring
that the reduction in a local model of the infeasibility measure is proportional to that
attained by the solution of the first QP. In this manner, rapid convergence can be
attained when solving either a feasible or infeasible problem, although a high price
is paid by needing exact subproblem solutions. The method in [8] overcomes this
obstacle by allowing inexact subproblem solves. However, it also potentially requires
(approximate) solutions of two QPs per iteration, one aimed at minimizing constraint
violation and one aimed at reducing the objective subject to an appropriate bound on
constraint violation. The approach proposed in this paper also allows inexactness in
the QP solves, but only requires solving a single QP in each iteration. This is made
possible by a new strategy for dynamically updating the penalty parameter within
the QP solver. This dynamic penalty parameter updating strategy is the focus of our
investigation. We prove that our algorithm does not reduce the penalty parameter
unnecessarily and that one can ensure convergence to an optimal solution (when a
given problem is feasible) or to an infeasible stationary point (when a given problem
is infeasible).
Overall, the contributions in this paper can be summarized as the following.
• Our proposed SQP technique is specifically designed to be effective in large-
scale settings. In particular, it allows for the use of iterative methods for
solving the QP subproblems, allowing inexactness in the subproblem solves.
• Our technique involves a dynamic penalty parameter updating strategy to
be employed within the subproblem solve. This makes the approach efficient
while not having to accurately solve multiple QPs in a single iteration.
• By ensuring that each computed step predicts progress toward minimizing
constraint violation, our technique allows for automatic infeasibility detection.
1.1. Organization. In the remainder of this section, we outline our notation and
introduce various concepts that will be employed throughout the paper. In §2, we
introduce a basic penalty-SQP algorithm. Our penalty parameter updating strategy
is detailed in §3. A complete algorithm is presented and analyzed in §4. The results
of numerical experiments are presented in §6. Concluding remarks are provided in §7.
1.2. Notation. Let Rn be the space of real n-vectors, Rn+ be the nonnegative
orthant of Rn (i.e., Rn+ := {x ∈ Rn : x ≥ 0}), and Rn++ be the interior of Rn+ (i.e.,
Rn++ := {x ∈ Rn : x > 0}). The set of m× n real matrices is denoted Rm×n. On Rn,
the `2 (i.e., Euclidean) norm is indicated as ‖·‖2, with the unit `2-norm ball defined as
B2 := {x ∈ Rn : ‖x‖2 ≤ 1}. For a pair of vectors (u, v) ∈ Rn×Rn, their inner product
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is written as 〈u, v〉 := uT v and the line segment between them is written as [u, v]. The
middle value operator applied to (a, b, c) ∈ R×R×R, denoted by mid{a, b, c}, returns
the median of {a, b, c}. For a scalar a, let (a)+ := max{a, 0} and (a)− := min{a, 0}.
The set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N. The extended real number line is
defined as R¯ = R ∪ {−∞,+∞}.
For a set of scalars bi ∈ R for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we denote the vector b =
[b1, b2, . . . , bm]
T ∈ Rm. For convenience, we use 1n to denote the n-vector of all
ones and 0n to denote the n-vector of all zeros. Given vectors y
i ∈ Rdi for i ∈
{1, . . . ,m}, we use boldface to denote the element y = (y1, . . . , ym) on the product
space Rd1 × · · · ×Rdm . Conversely, given y ∈ Rd1 × · · · ×Rdm , the i-th component of
y (an element of Rdi) is denoted yi while the j-th element of yi is written as yij . For
convex sets Ci ∈ Rdi for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the distance functions are defined as
dist2
(
yi |Ci
)
:= inf
zi∈Ci
‖yi − zi‖2.
The interior of a set C is denoted by int(C).
For an extended-real-valued function f : Rn → R¯, the Legendre-Fenchel conjugate
of f is denoted as f?. For a convex set X ⊆ Rn, we define the characteristic function
δ(d|X) which evaluates to 0 if d ∈ X and evaluates to ∞ otherwise. The conjugate
of δ(·|X) is the support function of X, which we denote by δ∗(y|X) = supd∈X 〈y, d〉.
For example, for a hyperplane C := {d : 〈a, d〉 + b = 0} (respectively, half space
C = {d : 〈a, d〉+b ≤ 0}), one finds that δ∗(y|C) <∞ if and only if 〈y, a〉 = ±‖y‖2‖a‖2
(respectively, 〈y, a〉 = ‖y‖2‖a‖2). In this case,
(1.1) y = ζa with ζ =
1
‖a‖22
〈y, a〉, meaning that δ∗(y|C) = −ζb.
For an iterative algorithm, we use superscript k to indicate the iteration number
for vectors and subscript k for scalars to avoid confusion with the kth power of the
scalar, e.g., xk and ρk. For an algorithm for solving the subproblem, we use superscript
(j) to indicate the iteration number for vectors and subscript (j) for scalars.
2. A Penalty-SQP Framework. Consider the following nonlinear optimiza-
tion problem with equality and inequality constraints where we assume that the func-
tions f : Rn → R and c : Rn → Rm are continuously differentiable:
(NLP)
min
x∈Rn
f(x)
s.t. ci(x) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m};
ci(x) ≤ 0 for all i ∈ {m+ 1, . . . ,m}.
Our penalty-SQP framework uses two functions for use in the algorithm and for
characterizing first-order stationary solutions. First, with a penalty parameter ρ ∈
R+, we define the measure of infeasibility and exact penalty function
v(x) =
m∑
i=1
|ci(x)|+
m∑
i=m+1
(ci(x))+ and φ(x, ρ) = ρf(x) + v(x).
Generally speaking, our penalty-SQP framework aims to solve (NLP) through sys-
tematic minimization of φ(·, ρ) for appropriately chosen values of ρ ∈ R++. However,
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if the constraints of (NLP) are infeasible, then the algorithm is designed to return an
infeasibility certificate in the form of a stationary point for the feasibility problem
(2.1) min
x∈Rn
φ(x, 0), where φ(x, 0) = v(x).
Given ρ ∈ R+ and η ∈ Rm, we define the Fritz John function for (NLP) by
F (x, ρ, η) = ρf(x) + 〈η, c(x)〉.
Note that ρ ∈ R+ plays a double role as penalty parameter in φ and objective multi-
plier in F . This makes sense from both theoretical and practical perspectives. First-
order stationarity conditions for (NLP) can be written in terms of ∇F , the constraint
function c, and bounds on the dual variables [8].
In the kth iteration of our penalty-SQP framework, the search direction computa-
tion is based on a local model of the penalty function about a primal iterate xk ∈ Rn
that can make use of a dual iterate ηk ∈ Rm. We define this model over a convex set
X ⊆ Rn containing {0} by
J(d, ρ;xk, ηk) := l(d, ρ;xk) + 12 〈d,H(ρ;xk, ηk)d〉+ δ(d|X),
where l is a linearized model of the penalty function (ignoring ρf(xk)) defined by
l(d, ρ;xk) = ρ〈∇f(xk), d〉+
m∑
i=1
∣∣ci(xk) + 〈∇ci(xk), d〉∣∣+ m∑
i=m+1
(ci(x
k)+〈∇ci(xk), d〉)+
and H represents an approximation of ∇2xxF with
H(ρ;xk, ηk) ≈ ∇2xxF (ρ;xk, ηk) = ρ∇2xxf(xk) +
m∑
i=1
ηki∇2xxci(xk).
In particular, the search direction dk is computed as an approximate minimizer of
J(·, ρk;xk, ηk) for some ρk ∈ (0, ρk−1], i.e.,
(QP) dk ≈ arg min
d∈Rn
J(d, ρk;x
k, ηk) for some ρk ∈ (0, ρk−1].
We introduce the set X to allow for the possibility of employing, e.g., a trust region
constraint; e.g., for some ∆ ∈ R+, one may define X such that X ⊂ {d : ‖d‖2 ≤ ∆}.
The value ρk ∈ (0, ρk−1] is computed during the iterative solve of (QP). Roughly
speaking, we aim to adjust this value so that the (inexact) solution dk to (QP) pre-
dicts progress toward both feasibility and optimality. In particular, this occurs if the
reduction in a linearized model of the feasibility measure,
∆l(dk, 0;xk) := l(0, 0;xk)− l(dk, 0;xk),(2.2)
where generally ∆l(dk, ρk;x
k) := l(0, ρk;x
k)− l(dk, ρk;xk),(2.3)
and the reduction in the local model of the penalty function,
(2.4) ∆J(dk, ρk;x
k, ηk) := J(0, ρk;x
k, ηk)− J(dk, ρk;xk, ηk),
are sufficiently positive, in which case dk represents a direction of sufficient descent
for both v and φ(·, ρk) from xk. However, if xk is (nearly) stationary for v and/or
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for φ(·, ρk), then requiring both of these reductions to be positive can force the algo-
rithm to compute a highly accurate solution of (QP) when one is not entirely needed.
Therefore, the precise conditions that (dk, ρk) must satisfy—introduced in the next
section—involve margins that allow one or both of these reductions to be small or
even negative for an acceptable step.
Overall, the kth iteration of our penalty-SQP strategy proceeds as in Algorithm 1.
First, a search direction and penalty parameter pair (dk, ρk) is computed by a sub-
problem solver such that dk yields reductions in the local models of the penalty
function and measure of infeasibility that satisfy our conditions in §3. Then, a line
search is performed with respect to the merit function φ(·, ρk) from xk along the
search direction dk, yielding a stepsize αk ∈ R++. Finally, the new iterate is set as
xk+1 ← xk + αkdk and the algorithm proceeds to the (k + 1)st iteration. We discuss
choices for the new dual iterate ηk+1 with the complete algorithm in §4.
Algorithm 1 Penalty-SQP Algorithm (Preliminary)
Require: (γ, θ) ∈ (0, 1) and ρ−1 ∈ (0,∞).
1: Choose (x0, η0) ∈ Rn × Rm.
2: for all k ∈ N do
3: Solve (approximately) (QP) to obtain (dk, ρk) ∈ Rn × (0, ρk−1].
4: Let αk be the largest value in {γ0, γ1, γ2, . . . } such that
φ(xk + αkd
k, ρk)− φ(xk, ρk) ≤ −θαk∆l(dk, ρk;xk).
5: Set xk+1 ← xk + αkdk and choose ηk+1 ∈ Rm.
Before proceeding, it is worthwhile to emphasize the benefit of ignoring the term
ρf(xk) in our definitions of the models J and l above. It is valid to do this since this
term has no effect on the solution of (QP), and since its presence would not affect
the model reduction values in (2.2) and (2.4). On the other hand, ignoring this term
simplifies our presentation and analysis significantly since it allows us to avoid the
fact that, if this term were not ignored, then the optimal value of (QP) for a given xk
would shift with changes in the penalty parameter.
3. A Dynamic Penalty Parameter Updating Strategy. In this section, we
present a dynamic penalty parameter updating strategy. As mentioned, the method
is novel since the update is employed within a solver for the subproblem arising in
our penalty-SQP framework. A potential pitfall of such an approach is that, since the
penalty parameter dictates the weight between the objective terms in (QP), one may
disrupt typical convergence guarantees of the subproblem solver by manipulating this
weight during the solution process. However, under reasonable assumptions, we prove
that for sufficiently small values of the penalty parameter, our updating strategy will
no longer be triggered. Consequently, once the penalty parameter reaches a sufficiently
small value, it will remain fixed and the subproblem solver will effectively be applied
to solve (QP) for a fixed value ρk.
3.1. Preliminaries. For ease of exposition in this section, we drop the depen-
dence of certain quantities on the iteration number:
(3.1)
g = ∇f(xk), ai = ∇ci(xk), bi = ci(xk), A = [a1, · · · , am]T ,
Hf ≈ ∇2xxf(xk), H0 ≈
m∑
i=1
ηki∇2xxci(xk), and Hρ = ρHf +H0.
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We also temporarily drop the dependence of the functions J , l, etc. on the kth iterate.
We make the following assumption about the subproblem data.
Assumption 1. The subproblem data matrices A, Hf , and H0 are such that
(i) Hρ is positive definite for any ρ ∈ [0, ρk−1]; and
(ii) ‖ai‖2 > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
We claim that this assumption is reasonable due to the following considerations.
First, in large-scale contexts, it is typically impractical to construct complete second-
derivative matrices. Hence, as indicated in (3.1), one can assume that Hf and H0
represent (limited memory) Hessian approximations with at least H0 being positive
definite. Second, if ai = 0 for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, then the model of the ith constraint
is constant with respect to d, meaning that the ith constraint can be removed from the
subproblem. Such a phenomenon can be detected during a preprocessing phase before
solving the subproblem, so for simplicity, we assume that each constraint gradient is
nonzero. Under Assumption 1, we define the scaled quantities ai := ai/‖ai‖2 and
bi := bi/‖ai‖2 for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Of central importance in the subproblems are the convex sets
Ci := {d ∈ Rn : 〈a¯i, d〉+ b¯i = 0} for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
and Ci := {d ∈ Rn : 〈a¯i, d〉+ b¯i ≤ 0} for all i ∈ {m+ 1, . . . ,m}.
The quadratic and penalty terms in J can be written, respectively, as
ψ(d, ρ) = ρ〈g, d〉+ 12 〈d,Hρd〉 and l(d, 0) =
m∑
i=1
‖ai‖2dist2 (d |Ci ) ,
meaning that we may rewrite the penalty-SQP subproblem (QP) as
(QPrho) min
d∈Rn
J(d, ρ), where J(d, ρ) = ψ(d, ρ) + l(d, 0) + δ(d|X).
We refer to (QPrho) with ρ > 0 as a penalty subproblem and we refer to (QPrho) with
ρ = 0 as the feasibility subproblem. The Fenchel–Rockafellar dual of (QPrho) is
(DQPrho)
max
u∈Rn×···×Rn
D(u, ρ) s.t. u0 +
m∑
i=1
‖ai‖2ui + um+1 = 0
and ui ∈ B2 for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
where the dual objective function is given by
D(u, ρ) = − 12 〈u0 − ρg,H−1ρ (u0 − ρg)〉 −
m∑
i=1
‖ai‖2δ∗(ui|Ci)− δ∗(um+1|X).
Letting ζi(u) := 〈ui, a¯i〉 for a dual feasible u, one finds from (1.1) and the constraint
in (DQPrho) that D(u, ρ) is finite if and only if
(3.2)
ui = ζi(u)a¯
i,
which means ζi(u) ∈
{
[−1, 1] for all i ∈ {1, ..., m¯}
[0, 1] for all i ∈ {m¯+ 1, ...,m},
and δ∗(ui|Ci) = −ζi(u)b¯i.
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An interesting aspect of the dual subproblem (DQPrho) is that the penalty pa-
rameter appears only in the objective. Thus, if u satisfies the constraints of (DQPrho),
then it is dual-feasible regardless of the value of ρ appearing in the subproblem. As a
result, by weak duality, we have for any primal-dual feasible pair (d,u) that both
(3.3) D(u, 0) ≤ J(d, 0) and D(u, ρ) ≤ J(d, ρ).
We close this subsection by noting that the projection onto the set Ci
PCi(y
i) := arg min
zi∈Ci
∥∥zi − yi∥∥
2
is easy to compute for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}; in particular,
PCi(d) =
{
d− (〈ai, d〉+ bi)ai for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
d− (〈ai, d〉+ bi)+ai for all i ∈ {m+ 1, . . . ,m}.
3.2. Updating the penalty parameter. Given ρ ≥ 0, let (d∗ρ,u∗ρ) represent an
optimal primal-dual pair for the penalty subproblem (QPrho) corresponding to ρ; in
particular, (d∗0,u
∗
0) represents an optimal primal-dual pair for the feasibility subprob-
lem. The algorithm is presented in the context of a subproblem solver that generates
two sequences of iterates: the first sequence, call it {(d(j),u(j))}, is a sequence of
primal-dual feasible solution estimates for a penalty subproblem, while the second
sequence, call it {w(j)}, is a sequence of dual feasible solution estimates for the fea-
sibility subproblem. (In our strategy, we do not make separate use of a sequence of
primal solution estimates for the feasibility subproblem; rather, the sequence {d(j)}
plays this role as well.) Without loss of generality, we assume that the jth primal
solution estimate d(j) represents a better (or no worse) primal solution estimate for
the penalty subproblem than a zero step in the sense that
(3.4) J(d(j), ρ(j)) ≤ J(0, ρ(j)).
Similarly, we assume that the dual solution estimate w(j) represents a better (or no
worse) dual solution estimate for the feasibility subproblem than u(j), and that each
dual solution estimate u(j) is no worse than the feasible u(0), in that
(3.5) D(w(j), 0) ≥ D(u(j), 0) ≥ D(u(0), 0) > −∞.
These are both reasonable assumptions since if (3.4) (resp. (3.5)) were not to hold,
then one could consider d(j) = 0 (resp. w(j) = u(j) = u(0)) for the jth iterate (even if
the subproblem solver works with a different estimate in its internal operations).
Observe that, by the definition of the model J , we have for any ρ ∈ (0,∞) that
J (0) := J(0, ρ) = J(0, 0) = l(0, 0) =
m¯∑
i=1
|bi|+
m∑
i=m¯+1
(bi)+ ≥ 0.
Let J
(0)
ω := J (0) + ω for any scalar ω ∈ (0,∞). (As discussed later, ω is held fixed
during a given subproblem solve, but will sequentially be reduced to zero over the
course of the overall penalty-SQP framework.) We then define the following ratios
corresponding to the jth subproblem solver iterate:
(3.6) r(j)v :=
J
(0)
ω − l(d(j), 0)
J
(0)
ω − (D(w(j), 0))+
and r
(j)
φ :=
J
(0)
ω − J(d(j), ρ(j))
J
(0)
ω −D(u(j), ρ(j))
.
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(Referring back to our discussion surrounding (2.2) and (2.4), note that the numera-
tors of these ratios are ∆l(d(j), 0)+ω and ∆J(d(j), ρ(j))+ω, respectively.) The critical
property of these ratios is that, if they are sufficiently large, then the corresponding
subproblem solver iterates must yield reductions in the feasibility and penalty function
models that are proportional to those obtained by corresponding exact subproblem
solutions. In particular, suppose that for some prescribed βv ∈ (0, 1) we have
(Rv) r(j)v ≥ βv.
Then the reduction in the linearized constraint violation model obtained by the sub-
problem solver iterate d(j) relative to a zero step satisfies
(3.7)
J (0)ω − l(d(j), 0) ≥ βv
(
J (0)ω − (D(w(j), 0))+
)
≥ βv
(
J (0)ω −D(u∗0, 0)
)
= βv
(
J (0)ω − J(d∗0, 0)
)
,
where the first inequality follows by (Rv), the second follows by the optimality of u∗0
with respect to the feasibility subproblem (for which it is known that D(u∗0, 0) ≥ 0),
and the last follows by strong duality. Similarly, if for βφ ∈ (0, 1) we have
(Rphi) r
(j)
φ ≥ βφ,
then it follows that
(3.8)
J (0)ω − J(d(j), ρ(j)) ≥ βφ(J (0)ω −D(u(j), ρ(j)))
≥ βφ(J (0)ω −D(u∗ρ(j) , ρ(j))) = βφ(J (0)ω − J(d∗ρ(j) , ρ(j))).
The last component of our updating strategy involves an estimate of the comple-
mentarity of a primal-dual solution estimate. This is needed since we only reduce the
penalty parameter if a primal-dual solution estimate is approximately complementary.
We do this in the following manner. First, defining the index sets
E+(d) := {i ∈ {1, . . . , m¯} : 〈a¯i, d〉+ b¯i > 0},
E−(d) := {i ∈ {1, . . . , m¯} : 〈a¯i, d〉+ b¯i < 0},
and I+(d) := {i ∈ {m¯+ 1, . . . ,m} : 〈a¯i, d〉+ b¯i > 0},
we define the complementarity measure
χ(d,u) :=
∑
i∈E+∪I+
(1− ζi(u))‖ai‖2dist (d |Ci ) +
∑
i∈E−
(1 + ζi(u))‖ai‖2dist (d |Ci ) .
To reduce the penalty parameter, we require that (d(j),u(j)) satisfies
χ(j) := χ(d(j),u(j)) ≤ (1− βv)2J (0)ω ,
or, equivalently,
(Rc) r(j)c := 1−
√
χ(j)
J
(0)
ω
≥ βv.
In our strategy, if the optimality QP subproblem is solved sufficiently accurately,
then we turn to verify whether feasibility has also been improved to a satisfactory
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extent. Therefore, the key idea here is to determine a criterion reflecting that the
optimality QP has been solved sufficiently accurately. Making this determination re-
quires us to check a measure of complementarity. In particular, if the initial objective
J (0) is far from optimal, then r
(j)
φ ≈ 1 might not indicate that the subproblem solution
is nearly primal-dual optimal since a large J (0) can cause the numerator of r
(j)
φ to be
very close to the denominator, even though the dual value is far from dual optimality.
As a result, the updating strategy may be triggered too early, so that ρ is inappropri-
ately driven to zero. Therefore, we need a certification showing the progress achieved
by the dual estimates, which can be reflected by the complementary condition (Rc).
Overall, our penalty parameter strategy is motivated by the desire to ensure that
if the jth iterate of the subproblem solver offers a sufficiently accurate solution of
the penalty subproblem for ρ(j) > 0, then it should also offer a sufficiently accurate
solution of the feasibility subproblem; otherwise, the penalty parameter should be
reduced. Specifically, choosing parameters
(3.9) 0 < βv < βφ < 1,
we initialize ρ(0) ← ρk−1 (from the preceding iteration of the penalty-SQP framework)
and apply the subproblem solver to (QPrho) to initialize {(d(j),u(j),w(j))}. If, at the
end of the jth subproblem solver iteration we have that (Rphi) or (Rc) is not satisfied,
then we continue to iterate toward solving (QPrho) with ρ = ρ(j). Otherwise, if (Rphi)
and (Rc) hold but (Rv) does not, then we reduce the penalty parameter by setting
(3.10) ρ(j+1) ← θρρ(j)
for some prescribed θρ ∈ (0, 1). (A special case that one should consider occurs
when (Rphi), (Rc), and (Rv) all hold with d(j) = 0. For simplicity in our presenta-
tion, in such a case, we have the subproblem solver terminate with d(j) = 0, causing
the penalty-SQP framework to take a null step in the primal space. As previously
mentioned, this would be followed by a decrease in ω, prompting the penalty-SQP
framework to eventually make further progress or terminate with a stationarity cer-
tificate. In practice, this decrease in ω in this scenario need not occur over a sequence
of iterations. It can occur immediately within a subproblem solve. We merely state
the occurrence of a null step for simplicity in our discussions.)
We state our dynamic updating strategy (DUST) as:
(DUST)
Given ρ(j) and the jth iterate (d
(j),u(j),w(j)), perform the following:
• if (Rphi), (Rc), and (Rv) hold, then terminate;
• else if (Rphi) and (Rc) hold, but (Rv) does not, then apply (3.10);
• else set ρ(j+1) ← ρ(j).
We formally analyze (DUST) in the following subsections. We begin with the
following intuitive arguments to motivate the strategy for adjusting the penalty pa-
rameter in a few cases of interest. These cases depend on properties of the kth iterate
of the penalty-SQP framework, namely, xk, with respect to the constraint violation
measure and the penalty function.
• First, observe that with an optimal primal-dual solution (d∗ρ,u∗ρ) for a penalty
subproblem, one has ζi(u
∗
ρ) = 1 for i ∈ E+(d∗ρ), ζi(u∗ρ) = −1 for i ∈ E−(d∗ρ),
and ζi(u
∗
ρ) = 1 for i ∈ I+(d∗ρ), from which it follows that χ(d∗ρ,u∗ρ) = 0.
Therefore, for a given ω ∈ (0,∞), the condition (Rc) will hold for sufficiently
accurate primal-dual solutions of the penalty subproblem.
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• If xk is not stationary with respect to φ(·, ρ) for any ρ ∈ (0, ρk−1], then, with
(d(j),u(j), ρ(j)) = (d
∗
ρ,u
∗
ρ, ρ) for any such ρ, one finds that r
(j)
φ = 1 > βφ.
In turn, this means that (Rphi) holds for any (d(j),u(j)) in a neighborhood
of (d∗ρ,u
∗
ρ). If, in addition, x
k is not stationary with respect to v, then one
should expect that for a sufficiently small ρ(j) the condition (Rv) would also
be satisfied for such a d(j). This should be expected since for (d∗0,u
∗
0) one has
J
(0)
ω − l(d∗0, 0)
J
(0)
ω − (D(u∗0, 0))+
≥ J
(0)
ω − J(d∗0, 0)
J
(0)
ω −D(u∗0, 0)
= 1,
meaning that r
(j)
v > βv for (d
(j),w(j)) in a neighborhood of (d∗0,u
∗
0). Overall,
in this case, one should expect that (DUST) would only reduce the penalty
parameter a finite number of times, if at all.
• If xk is not stationary with respect to φ(·, ρ) for any ρ ∈ (0, ρk−1], but is
stationary with respect to v, then for (d∗0,u
∗
0) one has
J
(0)
ω − l(d∗0, 0)
J
(0)
ω − (D(u∗0, 0))+
=
ω
ω
= 1,
meaning that r
(j)
v > βv for (d
(j),w(j)) in a neighborhood of (d∗0,u
∗
0). Hence,
as in the previous bullet, one should expect that (DUST) would only reduce
the penalty parameter a finite number of times.
• If xk is stationary with respect to φ(·, ρ(j)) for ρ(j) > 0 encountered during
the subproblem solve, then, under Assumption 1, the only primal iterate
satisfying (Rphi) is d(j) = 0. For this value, one finds that
r(j)v =
ω
ω + J (0) − (D(w(j), 0))+ .
There are now two cases to consider. If r
(j)
v < βv, then (DUST) decreases the
penalty parameter, as is appropriate. Otherwise, if r
(j)
v ≥ βv, then—with a
sufficiently accurate dual solution—(DUST) returns a null step to the penalty-
SQP framework. (In a later subproblem solve with a smaller ω, one would
either find that (Rphi) holds for d(j) = 0—and a sufficiently accurate dual
solution—but (Rv) does not, prompting a decrease of the penalty parameter,
or—again with a sufficiently accurate dual solution—one would terminate the
overall algorithm with certificate of stationarity for xk.)
We close this subsection by making a few practical remarks regarding the use of
(DUST) within a subproblem solver for (QPrho). In particular, while we have defined
the sequence {(d(j),u(j),w(j))} as being generated by the solver, it may be reasonable
to reinitialize the solver—or at least perform some auxiliary computations—after any
iteration in which (3.10) is invoked. (Such auxiliary computations may involve scaling
vectors and/or matrices due to the change in the penalty parameter.) That being said,
it is reasonable to assume that, during any sequence of iterations in which the penalty
parameter does not change, the subproblem solver would be applied as if it were being
applied to a static instance of (QPrho). In such a manner, any convergence guarantees
for the subproblem solver would hold if/when the penalty parameter stabilizes at a
fixed value, as is guaranteed to occur under common conditions described next.
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3.3. Finite Updates for a Single Subproblem. The purpose of this subsec-
tion is to show that if (DUST) is employed within an algorithm for solving (QPrho),
then, under reasonable assumptions on the subproblem data, for any ρ(j) ∈ (0, ρ˜] for
some sufficiently small ρ˜ > 0 whose value depends only on the subproblem data, if
(Rphi) and (Rc) are satisfied, then (Rv) is also satisfied. In other words, after a finite
number of iterations, the update (3.10) will never be triggered. Let λ0 and λ0 be the
smallest and largest eigenvalues of H0, and similarly for λρ and λρ with respect to
the matrix Hρ. Notice that, since ρ(j) ∈ (0, ρ(0)], it follows that
(3.11) λρ(j) ≥ λ := min{λρ(0) , λ0} and λρ(j) ≤ λ := max{λρ(0) , λ0}.
We formalize our assumption for this analysis as the following.
Assumption 2. For all j ∈ N, the sequence {(d(j),u(j),w(j))} has d(j) ∈ X,
(3.4) and (3.5) hold, and u(j) and w(j) are feasible for (DQPrho).
We first show that the dual sequences {u(j)} and {w(j)} are bounded in norm.
Lemma 3. Under Assumption 1, there exists κ0 > 0 such that, for all j ∈ N,
‖u(j)‖2 ≤ κ0 and ‖w(j)‖2 ≤ κ0.
Proof. Since u(j) is feasible for (DQPrho), the elements {(ui)(j)} for all i ∈
{1, . . . ,m} are bounded in norm by 1. Therefore, by the first constraint of (DQPrho),
it suffices to show that {(u0)(j)} is bounded. We show this by contradiction. Suppose
there exists an infinite index set J such that {‖(u0)(j)‖2}j∈J ↗ ∞. Notice that for
(um+1)(j) it holds that δ∗((um+1)(j)|X) = sup
x∈X
〈(um+1)(j), x〉 ≥ 0 since it is assumed
that 0 ∈ X. All together, with these facts and Assumption 1, we may conclude
that {D(u(j), 0)}j∈J → −∞, which contradicts (3.5). Therefore, {(u0)(j)} must be
bounded, so overall the sequence {u(j)} is bounded.
Following the same argument for w(j), it follows that {w(j)} is bounded.
We now show that the primal variables {d(j)} are also bounded in norm.
Lemma 4. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, it follows that, for all j ∈ N,
(3.12) ‖d(j)‖2 ≤ κ1 :=
(
ρ(0)‖g‖2 +
√
ρ2(0)‖g‖22 + 2λJ (0)
)
/λ.
Proof. By Assumption 2, it follows that d(j) ∈ X for all j ∈ N, which implies that
δ(d(j)|X) = 0 for all j ∈ N. By (3.4), every (d(j),u(j), ρ(j)) for j ∈ N must satisfy
ρ(j)〈g, d(j)〉+ 12 〈d(j), Hρ(j)d(j)〉 ≤ J(d(j), ρ(j)) ≤ J(0, ρ(j)) = J (0).
It follows that
1
2λρ(j)‖d(j)‖22 ≤ J (0) + |ρ(j)〈g, d(j)〉| ≤ J (0) + ρ(0)‖g‖2‖d(j)‖2,
which, using the quadratic formula, implies that
‖d(j)‖2 ≤
(
ρ(0)‖g‖2 +
√
ρ2(0)‖g‖22 + 2λρ(j)J (0)
)
/λρ(j) .
Together with (3.11), this proves (3.12), as desired.
The next lemma shows that the differences between the primal and dual values
of the penalty and feasibility subproblems are bounded with respect to ρ.
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Lemma 5. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, it follows that, for any j ∈ N,
|J(d(j), ρ(j))− J(d(j), 0)| ≤ κ2ρ(j)(3.13a)
and |D(u(j), ρ(j))−D(u(j), 0)| ≤ κ3ρ(j),(3.13b)
where, with κ1 > 0 defined in Lemma 4,
κ2 := ‖g‖2κ1 + 12‖Hf‖2κ21
and κ3 :=
κ0 + ρ(0)‖g‖2
2λ
(κ0‖H−10 ‖2‖Hf‖2 + ‖g‖2) + 12κ0‖H−10 ‖2‖g‖2.
Proof. For the primal values, it holds true that
|J(d(j), ρ(j))− J(d(j), 0)| = |ρ(j)〈g, d(j)〉+ 12 〈d(j), Hρ(j)d(j)〉 − 12 〈d(j), H0d(j)〉|
= |ρ(j)〈g, d(j)〉+ 12ρ(j)〈d(j), Hfd(j)〉|
≤ ρ(j)(‖g‖2‖d(j)‖2 + 12‖Hf‖2‖d(j)‖22),
which combined with Lemma 4 proves (3.13a).
We now aim to prove (3.13b). Toward this goal, let yˆ(j) := H−1ρ(j)(u
(j)
0 −ρ(j)g) and
y¯(j) := H−10 u
(j)
0 . Then, by Assumption 2, it follows that
‖yˆ(j)‖2 ≤ (κ0 + ρ(j)‖g‖2)/λρ(j) ≤ (κ0 + ρ(0)‖g‖2)/λ.
In addition, it follows that
ρ(j)g = u
(j)
0 − (u(j)0 − ρ(j)g) = H0y¯(j) −Hρ(j) yˆ(j) = H0(y¯(j) − yˆ(j))− ρ(j)Hf yˆ(j),
which implies that, for all j ∈ N,
(3.14)
‖y¯(j) − yˆ(j)‖2 = ‖ρ(j)H−10 (Hf yˆ(j) + g)‖2
≤ ρ(j)‖H−10 ‖2‖Hf yˆ(j) + g‖2
≤ ρ(j)‖H−10 ‖2
(
‖Hf‖2
κ0 + ρ(0)‖g‖2
λ
+ ‖g‖2
)
.
The difference between the dual values is then given by
|D(u(j), ρ(j))−D(u(j), 0)|
= | − 12 〈u(j)0 − ρ(j)g,H−1ρ(j)(u
(j)
0 − ρ(j)g)〉+ 12 〈u(j)0 , H−10 u(j)0 〉|
= | 12 〈y¯(j) − yˆ(j), u(j)0 〉+ 12ρ(j)〈g, yˆ(j)〉|
≤ 12‖y¯(j) − yˆ(j)‖2‖u(j)0 ‖2 + 12ρ(j)‖g‖2‖yˆ(j)‖2
≤ ρ(j)
(
1
2‖H−10 ‖2
(
‖Hf‖2
κ0 + ρ(0)‖g‖2
λ
+ ‖g‖2
)
κ0 +
1
2‖g‖2
κ0 + ρ(0)‖g‖2
λ
)
= ρ(j)
(
κ0 + ρ(0)‖g‖2
2λ
(
κ0‖H−10 ‖2‖Hf‖2 + ‖g‖2
)
+ 12κ0‖H−10 ‖2‖g‖2
)
,
where the last inequality follows by (3.14) and Assumption 2.
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Let us now define
U = {j : (d(j),u(j)) satisfies (Rphi) and (Rc) but not (Rv)},
meaning that U is the set of subproblem iterations in which (3.10) is triggered. Now
we are ready to prove our main result in this section.
Theorem 6. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and let
κ4 := inf
j∈U
{J (0) − J(d(j), ρ(j))} ≥ 0 and κ5 := inf
j∈U
{J (0) −D(u(j), 0)} ≥ 0.
Then, for ρ(j) ∈ (0, ρ˜], where
(3.15) ρ˜ :=
ω + min{κ4, κ5}
max{κ2, κ3}
(
1−
√
βv/βφ
)
,
if (d(j),u(j)) satisfies (Rphi) and (Rc), then (d(j),w(j)) satisfies (Rv). In other words,
for any ρ(j) ∈ (0, ρ˜], the update (3.10) is never triggered by (DUST).
Proof. In order to derive a contradiction, suppose that U is infinite, meaning that
the subproblem solver is never terminated and ρ(j) → 0. We have from (3.13a) that
−κ2ρ(j) ≤ J(d(j), ρ(j))− J(d(j), 0) ≤ κ2ρ(j) for any j ∈ U ,
which, after adding and dividing through by J
(0)
ω − J(d(j), ρ(j)), yields for j ∈ U that
(3.16) 1− κ2ρ(j)
J
(0)
ω − J(d(j), ρ(j))
≤ J
(0)
ω − J(d(j), 0)
J
(0)
ω − J(d(j), ρ(j))
≤ 1 + κ2ρ(j)
J
(0)
ω − J(d(j), ρ(j))
.
Thus, for any
ρ(j) ≤ ω + κ4
κ2
(
1−
√
βv
βφ
)
≤ J
(0)
ω − J(d(j), ρ(j))
κ2
(
1−
√
βv
βφ
)
,
it follows from the first inequality of (3.16) that
(3.17)
J0ω − J(d(j), 0)
J0ω − J(d(j), ρ(j))
≥
√
βv
βφ
.
Following an argument similar to that for (3.13b), we have that for any
ρ(j) ≤ ω + κ5
κ3
(
1−
√
βv
βφ
)
≤ J
(0)
ω −D(u(j), 0)
κ3
(
1−
√
βv
βφ
)
,
one finds that
(3.18)
J0ω −D(u(j), ρ(j))
J0ω −D(u(j), 0)
≥
√
βv
βφ
.
Overall, we have shown that for any ρ(j) ≤ ρ˜ with ρ˜ defined in (3.15), it follows that
(3.17) and (3.18) both hold true and, since D(w(j), 0) ≥ D(u(j), 0), that
(3.19)
J0ω −D(u(j), ρ(j))
J0ω −D(w(j), 0)
≥ J
0
ω −D(u(j), ρ(j))
J0ω −D(u(j), 0)
>
√
βv
βφ
.
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Since our supposition that U is infinite implies that ρ(j) → 0, we may now proceed
under the assumption that j ∈ U with ρ(j) ∈ (0, ρ˜]. Let us now define the ratios
rˆ(j)v :=
J
(0)
ω − J(d(j), 0)
J
(0)
ω − (D(w(j), 0))+
and r¯(j)v :=
J
(0)
ω − J(d(j), 0)
J
(0)
ω −D(w(j), 0)
,
where, since J(d(j), 0) = l(d(j), 0) + 12 〈d(j), H0d(j)〉 ≥ l(d(j), 0) and by the definition
of the operator (·)+, it follows that r(j)v ≥ rˆ(j)v ≥ r¯(j)v . From (3.17) and (3.19),
r¯
(j)
v
r
(j)
φ
=
J0ω − J(d(j), 0)
J0ω − J(d(j), ρ(j))
J0ω −D(u(j), ρ(j))
J0ω −D(w(j), 0)
≥ βv
βφ
,
yielding
r(j)v ≥ r¯(j)v ≥
βv
βφ
r
(j)
φ ≥ βv.
However, this contradicts the fact that j ∈ U . Overall, since we have reached a
contradiction, we may conclude that U is finite.
4. A Complete Penalty-SQP Algorithm. In the previous section, a dynamic
penalty parameter updating strategy was proposed to guarantee that the computed
search direction simultaneously offers progress toward reducing the penalty function
and reducing infeasibility. In this section, a complete algorithm for solving (NLP)
that employs this strategy is proposed and analyzed. It follows the general strategy
in Algorithm 1, but includes additional details.
Our complete algorithm involves an additional check of the penalty parameter
after the search direction has been computed as is similarly done in various algorithms
that employ a penalty function as a merit function. Let ρ˜k be the value of the penalty
parameter obtained by applying (DUST) within the kth subproblem solve. Then,
given a constant βl ∈ (0, βφ(1− βv)], we require ρk ∈ (0, ρ˜k] so that
(4.1) ∆l(dk, ρk;x
k) + ωk ≥ βl(∆l(dk, 0;xk) + ωk),
where the right-hand side of this inequality is guaranteed to be positive due to (Rv).
More precisely, we employ the following Posterior Subproblem ST rategy:
(PSST) ρk ←

ρ˜k if this yields (4.1)
(1− βl)(∆l(dk, 0;xk) + ωk)
〈∇f(xk), dk〉+ 12 〈dk, H(ρk;xk, ηk)dk〉
otherwise.
Observe that if the choice ρk = ρ˜k does not yield (4.1), then, by setting ρk according
to the latter formula in (PSST), it follows (since H(ρk;x
k, ηk)  0) that
ρk〈∇f(xk), dk〉 ≤ (1− βl)(∆l(dk, 0;xk) + ωk),
which means that
∆l(dk, ρk;x
k) + ωk = ∆l(d
k, 0;xk)− ρk〈∇f(xk), dk〉+ ωk ≥ βl(∆l(dk, 0;xk) + ωk),
implying that (4.1) holds.
The intuition of this posterior updating strategy is to detect whether the iterate
may be near an infeasible stationary point. If a step has achieved improvement on
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Algorithm 2 Penalty-SQP with a Dynamic Penalty Parameter Updating Strategy
Require: (γ, θρ, θα, θω, βv, βφ) ∈ (0, 1), βl ∈ (0, βφ(1− βv)), and (ρ−1, ω0) ∈ (0,∞)
1: Choose (x0, η0) ∈ Rn × Rm.
2: for k ∈ N do
3: Set ρ(0) ← ρk−1
4: for j ∈ N do
5: Generate a primal-dual feasible solution estimate (d(j),u(j),w(j))
6: Set ρ(j+1) by applying (DUST)
7: Set dk ← d(j) and ρ˜k ← ρ(j).
8: Set ρk by applying (PSST)
9: Let αk be the largest value in {γ0, γ1, γ2, . . . } such that
(4.2) φ(xk + αkd
k, ρk)− φ(xk, ρk) ≤ −θααk∆l(dk, ρk;xk).
10: Choose ωk+1 ∈ (0, θωωk].
11: Set xk+1 ← xk + αkdk and choose η ∈ Rm.
optimality but not very much on feasibility, then the algorithm should decrease ρ to
reduce the effect of the objective in the penalty function. This is the typical approach
used by penalty methods that update the penalty parameter in hindsight at the end
of an iteration. This idea is similar to the updating strategy in [3]. A novel aspect
of (PSST), however, is that this model reduction condition is imposed inexactly (due
to the presence of ωk > 0). In fact, for a relatively large ωk, the model reduction in
l(·, ρk;xk) is not necessarily at least a fraction of that in l(·, 0;xk). This difference
makes (PSST) more suitable for an inexact penalty-SQP framework.
Our complete algorithm employing (DUST) and (PSST) is given as Algorithm 2.
While we do not complicate the notation by making the dependence explicit on k ∈ N,
it should be clear that in the inner loop (over j) one is solving a subproblem with
quantities dependent on the kth iterate; see (3.1). Also, while our analysis does not
depend on this choice, we remark that a reasonable choice for ηk+1 for all k ∈ N
are the QP multipliers, i.e., ηk+1 = ζ(u(j)), where ζ(u) is defined prior to (3.2).
We do not specify this choice since one might also consider using, e.g., least squares
multipliers [14]. Our analysis, which focuses on primal convergence, works with any
such choice as long as the sequence of dual estimates remains bounded (see below).
In the remainder of this section, we show that if (DUST) and (PSST) are em-
ployed within a penalty-SQP algorithm for solving (NLP), then, under reasonable as-
sumptions, the algorithm converges from any starting point. Specifically, if (DUST)
and (PSST) are only triggered a finite number of times, then every limit point of
the iterates is either infeasible stationary or first-order stationary for (NLP). Other-
wise, if (DUST) and (PSST) are triggered an infinite number of times, driving the
penalty parameter to zero, then every limit point of the iterates is either an infeasible
stationary point or a feasible point at which a constraint qualification fails to hold.
For our analysis in this section, we extend our use of the sub/superscript k to
denote the value of quantities associated with iteration k ∈ N. For example, Uk
denotes the set U defined in §3.3 while solving the kth subproblem and κ0,k is the
constant κ0 in Assumption 2 for the kth subproblem.
We make the following assumption throughout this analysis.
Assumption 7. The compact convex set X ⊂ Rn with 0 ∈ int (X) is used in
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defining all subproblems, and there exist positive scalar constants Λ,Λ and K0 with
Λ ≤ Λ such that the following hold true.
(i) f and ci for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and their first- and second-order derivatives,
are all bounded in an open convex set containing {xk} and {xk + dk}.
(ii) For all k ∈ N and any ρ ∈ [0, ρ0],
0 < Λ ≤ λ0,k ≤ λ0,k ≤ Λ and 0 < Λ ≤ λρ,k ≤ λρ,k ≤ Λ.
(iii) κ0,k ≤ K0 for all k ∈ N.
(iv) ‖∇ci(xk)‖2 > 0 for all k ∈ N and i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
(v) {ηk} is bounded.
Recalling Lemmas 4 and 5, it follows under Assumption 1, 2, and 7 that there
exist positive scalar constants K1, K2, and K3 such that
(4.3) 0 < κ1,k ≤ K1, 0 < κ2,k ≤ K2, and 0 < κ3,k ≤ K3 for all k ∈ N.
Let us define the index set
D := {k ∈ N : Uk 6= ∅}.
Moreover, for every k ∈ D, let jk be the subproblem iteration number corresponding
to the value of the smallest ratio rv, i.e., such that
r(jk)v ≤ r(ik)v for any ik ∈ Uk.
Let us also define the index set
T := {k ∈ N : ρk is reduced by (PSST)}.
It follows from these definitions that ρk < ρk−1 if and only if k ∈ D ∪ T .
Before analyzing the behavior of the iterates of our algorithm, we first provide
a couple results related to our subproblem and its solutions. For this result and the
remainder of this section, let d∗(ρ;x, η) denote a minimizer of J(d, ρ;x, η). From [3,
Lemma 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4], we have the properties stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Under Assumption 7, the following hold at any (xk, ηk).
(i) The minimizer of J(·, ρ;xk, ηk) is unique for any ρ ≥ 0.
(ii) ∆l(d∗(0, xk, ηk);xk) ≥ 0 where equality holds if and only if d∗(0;xk, ηk) = 0.
(iii) d∗(0;xk, ηk) = 0 if and only if xk is stationary for v.
(iv) If d∗(ρ;xk, ηk) = 0 for ρ > 0 and v(xk) = 0, then xk is stationary for (NLP).
We also have the following fact about the subproblem solutions.
Lemma 9. Under Assumption 7, {d∗(0;xk, ηk)} and {d∗(ρk;xk, ηk)} are bounded.
Proof. The proof follows the same line of argument for bounding each primal step
in norm as is used in the proof of Lemma 4, where the facts that
J(d∗(0;xk, ηk), 0;xk, ηk) ≤ J(0, 0;xk, ηk)
and J(d∗(ρk;xk, ηk), ρk;xk, ηk) ≤ J(0, 0;xk, ηk)
follow from the definitions of d∗(0;xk, ηk) and d∗(ρk;xk, ηk).
We now prove a useful lower bound for the stepsize in each iteration.
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Lemma 10. Under Assumption 7, it follows that, for all k ∈ N, the stepsize
satisifies αk ≥ C∆l(dk, ρk;xk) for some constant C > 0 independent of k.
Proof. If dk = 0, then (4.2) holds with αk = γ0 = 1. Hence, for the remainder of
the proof, let us assume that dk 6= 0. Under Assumption 7, applying Taylor’s theorem
and [3, Lemma 4.2], we have that for all positive α that are sufficiently small, there
exists τ > 0 such that
φ(xk + αdk, ρk)− φ(xk, ρk) ≤ −α∆l(dk, ρk;xk) + τα2‖dk‖22.
Thus, for any α ∈ [0, (1− θα)∆l(dk, ρk;xk)/(τ‖dk‖22)], it follows that
−α∆l(dk, ρk;xk) + τα2‖dk‖22 ≤ −αθα∆l(dk, ρk;xk),
meaning that the sufficient decrease condition (4.2) holds. During the line search, the
stepsize is multiplied by γ until (4.2) holds, so we know by the above inequality that
the backtracking procedure terminates with
αk ≥ γ(1− θα)∆l(dk, ρk;xk)/(τ‖dk‖22).
The result follows from this inequality since {‖dk‖2} is bounded above by K1.
Next we show that the reductions in the models of the constraint violation and
the penalty function both vanish in the limit. For this purpose, it will be convenient
to work with the shifted penalty function
ϕ(x, ρ) := ρ(f(x)− f) + v(x) ≥ 0,
where f is the infimum of f over the smallest convex set containing {xk}. The
existance of f follows from Assumption 7(i). The function ϕ possesses a useful mono-
tonicity property proved in the following lemma.
Lemma 11. Under Assumption 7, it holds that, for all k ∈ N,
ϕ(xk+1, ρk+1) ≤ ϕ(xk, ρk)− θααk∆l(dk, ρk;xk).
Proof. By the line search condition (4.2), it follows that
ϕ(xk+1, ρk) ≤ ϕ(xk, ρk)− θααk∆l(dk, ρk;xk),
which implies
ϕ(xk+1, ρk+1) ≤ ϕ(xk, ρk)− (ρk − ρk+1)(f(xk+1)− f)− θααk∆l(dk, ρk;xk).
The result then follows from this inequality, the fact that {ρk} is monotonically de-
creasing, and since f(xk+1) ≥ f for all k ∈ N.
We now show that the model reductions and duality gap all vanish asymptotically.
Lemma 12. Under Assumption 7, the following limits hold.
(i) 0 = lim
k→∞
∆l(dk, ρk;x
k) = lim
k→∞
∆J(dk, ρk;x
k, ηk),
(ii) 0 = lim
k→∞
∆l(dk, 0;xk) = lim
k→∞
∆J(dk, 0;xk, ηk),
(iii) 0 = lim
k→∞
∆J(d∗(0;xk, ηk), 0;xk, ηk) = lim
k→∞
∆J(d∗(ρk;xk, ηk), ρk;xk, ηk),
(iv) 0 = lim
k→∞
[J(0, ρk;x
k, ηk)−D(uk, ρk;xk, ηk)],
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(v) 0 = lim
k→∞
[J(0, 0;xk, ηk)−D(wk, 0;xk, ηk)].
Proof. Let us first prove (i) by contradiction. Suppose that ∆l(dk, ρk;x
k) does
not converge to 0. Then, there exists a constant  > 0 and an infinite K ⊆ N such
that ∆l(dk, ρk;x
k) ≥  for all k ∈ K. It then follows from Lemma 10 and 11 that
ϕ(xk; ρk) → −∞, which contradicts the fact that {ϕ(xk, ρk)} is bounded below by
zero. Therefore, ∆l(dk, ρk;x
k) → 0. The second limit in (i) then follows from the
first limit, the fact that H(ρk;x
k, ηk)  0 for all k ∈ N, and the fact that
(4.4)
∆l(dk, ρk;x
k) = ∆J(dk, ρk;x
k, ηk) + 12 〈dk, H(ρk;xk, ηk)dk〉
≥ ∆J(dk, ρk;xk, ηk).
Next, from (4.1) and (4.4), it follows that
∆l(dk, ρk;x
k) + ωk ≥ βl(∆l(dk, 0;xk) + ωk) ≥ βl(∆J(dk, 0;xk, ηk) + ωk).
The limits in (ii) follow from these inequalities, the first limit in (i), and the fact that
{ωk} → 0. Finally, the limits in (iii), (iv), and (v) follow from the limits in parts (i)
and (ii) along with the inequalities in (3.7) and (3.8).
We now show that the primal steps and the exact subproblem solutions vanish.
Lemma 13. Suppose Assumption 7 holds and {ρk} → ρ∗. Then, {dk} → 0 and
for any limit point x∗ of {xk} it follows that d∗(0;x∗, ·) = 0 and d∗(ρ∗;x∗, ·) = 0.
Proof. From Lemma 12(ii), it follows that
0 = lim
k→∞
−∆J(dk, 0;xk, ηk) = lim
k→∞
−∆l(dk, 0;xk) + 12 〈dk, H(0;xk, ηk)dk〉
= lim
k→∞
1
2 〈dk, H(0;xk, ηk)dk〉 ≥ limk→∞
1
2Λ‖dk‖22.
This implies that {dk} → 0, as desired. Next, from Lemma 12(iii) and continuity, it
follows that ∆J(d∗(0;x∗, ·), 0;x∗, ·) = 0, from which it follows that
J(d∗(0;x∗, ·), 0;x∗, ·) = J(0, 0;x∗, ·).
From the strong convexity of J(·, 0;x∗, ·) and the fact that d∗(0;x∗, ·) is its minimizer,
it follows that d∗(0;x∗, ·) = 0. Using a similar argument and Lemma 12(iii) again, it
follows that d∗(ρ∗;x∗, ·) = 0, completing the proof.
Our first global convergence theorem follows.
Theorem 14. Under Assumption 7, the following statements hold.
(i) Any limit point of {xk} is first-order stationary for v, i.e., it is feasible or an
infeasible stationary point for (NLP).
(ii) If ρk → ρ∗ for some ρ∗ > 0 and v(xk) → 0, then any limit point x∗ of {xk}
with v(x∗) = 0 is a KKT point for (NLP).
(iii) If ρk → 0, then either all limit points of {xk} are feasible for (NLP) or all
are infeasible.
Proof. Part (i) follows by combining Lemma 13 with Lemma 8(iii). Similarly,
part (ii) follows by combining Lemma 13 with Lemma 8(iv).
We prove (iii) by contradiction. Suppose there exist infinite K∗ ⊆ N and K× ⊆ N
such that {xk}k∈K∗ → x∗ with v(x∗) = 0 and {xk}k∈K× → x× with v(x×) =  > 0.
Since ρk → 0, there exists k∗ ≥ 0 such that for all k ∈ K∗ and k ≥ k∗ one has that
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ρk+1(f(x
k)−f) < /4 and v(xk) < /4, meaning that ϕ(xk, ρk+1) < /2. On the other
hand, it follows that ρk+1(f(x
k)− f) ≥ 0 for all k ∈ N and there exists k× ∈ N such
that v(xk) ≥ /2 for all k ≥ k× with k ∈ K×, meaning that ϕ(xk, ρk+1) ≥ /2. This
contradicts Lemma 11, which shows that ϕ(xk, ρk+1) is monotonically decreasing.
Thus, the set of limit points of {xk} must be all feasible or all infeasible.
Theorem 14 is satisfactory in the case when ρk → ρ∗ > 0, since it shows that any
limit point of the primal sequence is a KKT point for (NLP). But more needs to be
said when ρk → 0. We now address this case, showing that it only occurs if a limit
point of the algorithm is either an infeasible stationary point or a feasible point at
which a constraint qualification fails to hold. We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 15. Suppose Assumption 7 holds and ρk → 0. Let x∗ be a limit point of
{xk}k∈D∪T that is feasible for (NLP) with infinite S ⊆ D∪T such that {xk}k∈S → x∗.
Then, the following hold true.
(i) |S ∩ D| is finite or {∆J(d(jk), ρ(jk);xk, ηk)}k∈S∩D → 0;
(ii) |S ∩ D| is finite or {d(jk)}k∈S∩D → 0;
(iii) any limit point of {u(jk)}k∈S∩D ∪ {uk}k∈S∩T is optimal for D(·, 0;x∗, ·);
(iv) {u(jk)}k∈S∩D ∪ {uk}k∈S∩T has a nonzero limit point.
Proof. For part (i), if |S ∩D| is finite, then there is nothing left to prove. Hence,
let us assume that |S ∩ D| =∞. Observe that, for all k ∈ N, it holds that
0 ≤ ∆J(d(jk), ρ(jk);xk, ηk)
= v(xk)− ρ(jk)〈∇f(xk), d(jk)〉 −
ρ(jk)
2 〈d(jk), Hf (xk)d(jk)〉 − J(d(jk), 0;xk, ηk)
≤ v(xk)− ρ(jk)〈∇f(xk), d(jk)〉 −
ρ(jk)
2 〈d(jk), Hf (xk)d(jk)〉,
where the first inequality follows from (3.4) and the second inequality follows from
the definition of J , which ensures that J(d(jk), 0;xk, ηk) ≥ 0. In addition, {d(jk)} is
bounded due to Lemma 4 and Assumption 7(ii)-(iii). Consequently, since |S∩D| =∞
and {v(xk)}k∈S∩D → 0 with ρ(jk) → 0, the limit in part (i) holds.
For part (ii), again, if |S ∩ D| is finite, then there is nothing left to prove. Oth-
erwise, since {J(0, 0;xk, ηk)}k∈S∩D = {v(xk)}k∈S∩D → 0 and ρ(jk) → 0, the limit in
part (ii) holds due to Lemma 4 and Assumption 7(ii)-(iii).
Now consider part (iii). If |S ∩D| is infinite, then for a limit point u∗ there must
exist an infinite SD ⊆ S ∩ D such that {u(jk)}k∈SD → u∗. Then, it follows that
(4.5)
0 ≤ J(0, 0;x∗, ·)−D(u∗, 0;x∗, ·)
= lim
k∈SD
k→∞
J(0, ρ(jk);x
k, ·)−D(u(jk), ρ(jk);xk, ·)
≤ lim
k∈SD
k→∞
βφ[J(0, ρ(jk);x
k, ·)− J(d(jk), ρ(jk);xk, ·)]
= lim
k∈SD
k→∞
βφ[J(0, 0;x
k, ·)− J(d(jk), 0;xk, ·)] ≤ lim
k∈SD
k→∞
βφJ(0, 0;x
k, ·) = 0,
where the second inequality is by (Rphi) and the third inequality is by the fact that
J(d(jk), 0;xk, ·) ≥ 0. This means that u∗ is optimal for D(·, 0;x∗, ·). On the other
hand, if |S ∩D| is finite, then |S ∩ T | must be infinite, in which case for a limit point
u∗ there must exist an infinite ST ⊆ S ∩ T such that {uk}k∈ST → u∗. Then, again
from Lemma 12 and (4.5), it follows that u∗ is optimal for D(·, 0;x∗, ·).
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For part (iv), first observe that
l(d, 0;xk) =
∑
i∈E+(d)∪E−(d)∪I+(d)
‖∇ci(xk)‖2dist
(
d
∣∣Cki ) ,
and that χ(d,u;xk) can be viewed as a weighted variant of this sum with weights
1− ζi(u) for all i ∈ E+(d) ∪ I+(d) and 1 + ζi(u) for all i ∈ E−(d).
Also observe that (Rc) holds at any primal-dual point
(d,u) ∈ {(d(jk),u(jk))}k∈S∩D ∪ {(dk,uk)}k∈S∩T
due to the facts that
χ(d(jk),u(jk);xk) ≤ (1− βv)2(v(xk) + ωk) for all k ∈ S ∩ D and(4.6)
χ(dk,uk;xk) ≤ (1− βv)2(v(xk) + ωk) for all k ∈ S ∩ T .(4.7)
We now consider three cases.
Case (a): Assume there exists an infinite SD ⊆ S ∩ D such that
(4.8) l(d(jk), 0;xk) > (1− βv)(v(xk) + ωk) for all k ∈ SD.
Then, ‖ζ(u(jk))‖∞ ≥ βv for all k ∈ SD; indeed, if this were not the case, then
for some k ∈ SD one would find from the definition of χ and (4.8) that
χ(d(jk),u(jk);xk) ≥ (1− βv)l(d(jk), 0;xk) > (1− βv)2(v(xk) + ωk),
contradicting (4.6). In this case, combining Lemma 3, Assumption 7(iv), and
the fact that ‖ζ(u(jk))‖∞ ≥ βv for all k ∈ SD shows that {u(jk)}k∈S∩D has a
nonzero limit point, proving part (iv), as desired.
Case (b): Assume there exists an infinite ST ⊆ S ∩ T such that
(4.9) l(dk, 0;xk) > (1− βv)(v(xk) + ωk) for all k ∈ ST .
Then, ‖ζ(uk)‖∞ ≥ βv for all k ∈ ST ; indeed, if this were not the case, then
for some k ∈ ST one would find from the definition of χ and (4.8) that
χ(dk,uk;xk) ≥ (1− βv)l(dk, 0;xk) > (1− βv)2(v(xk) + ωk),
contradicting (4.7). In this case, combining Lemma 3, Assumption 7(iv), and
the fact that ‖ζ(uk)‖∞ ≥ βv for all k ∈ ST shows that {uk}k∈S∩T has a
nonzero limit point, proving part (iv), as desired.
Case (c): Suppose that (4.8) and (4.9) only hold for finite subsets of S ∩D and S ∩ T .
In this case, there exists a sufficiently large k¯ ∈ N such that
l(d(jk), 0;xk) ≤ (1− βv)(v(xk) + ωk) for all k ∈ S ∩ D with k ≥ k¯;(4.10)
l(dk, 0;xk) ≤ (1− βv)(v(xk) + ωk) for all k ∈ S ∩ T with k ≥ k¯.(4.11)
We can further assume that
‖ζ(u(jk))‖∞ < βv for all k ∈ S ∩ D with k ≥ k¯ and
‖ζ(uk)‖∞ < βv for all k ∈ S ∩ T with k ≥ k¯;
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since otherwise, as in Cases (a) and (b), respectively, part (iv) would hold.
Now, for k ≥ k¯ with k ∈ S ∩ D, it follows from (4.10) that
J(0, 0;xk, ηk) + ωk − l(d(jk), 0;xk)
≥ v(xk) + ωk − (1− βv)(v(xk) + ωk)
= βv(v(x
k) + ωk)
≥ βv[v(xk) + ωk − (D(w(jk), 0;xk, ηk))+],
from which it follows that
r(jk)v =
J(0, 0;xk, ηk) + ωk − l(d(jk), 0;xk)
v(xk) + ωk − (D(w(jk), 0;xk, ηk))+ ≥ βv.
This indicates that (DUST) is not triggered at any iteration k ≥ k¯ with
k ∈ S ∩ D. By the definition of D, this implies that S ∩ D is finite. On the
other hand, for k ∈ S ∩ T with k ≥ k¯, it holds that
(4.12)
J(0, 0;xk, ηk)−D(uk, ρk;xk, ηk)
≥ v(xk) +
m∑
i=1
‖∇ci(xk)‖2δ∗(uki |Cki )
=
m¯∑
i=1
|ci(xk)|+
m∑
i=m¯+1
(ci(x
k))+ −
m∑
i=1
‖∇ci(xk)‖2ζi(uk) ci(x
k)
‖∇ci(xk)‖2
=
m¯∑
i=1
|ci(xk)|+
m∑
i=m¯+1
(ci(x
k))+ −
m∑
i=1
ζi(uk)ci(x
k)
=
m¯∑
i=1
[|ci(xk)| − ζi(uk)ci(xk)] +
m∑
i=m¯+1
[(ci(x
k))+ − ζi(uk)ci(xk)]
≥
m¯∑
i=1
(1− |ζi(uk)|)|ci(xk)|+
m∑
i=m¯+1
(1− |ζi(uk)|)(ci(xk))+
≥ (1− βv)
m¯∑
i=1
|ci(xk)|+ (1− βv)
m∑
i=m¯+1
(ci(x
k))+ = (1− βv)v(xk),
where the first inequality is from the positive definiteness of H(0, xk, ηk) and
δ∗(ukm+1|X) = supd∈X〈ukm+1, d〉 ≥ 0, and the first equality is from (3.2).
Since (Rphi) is satisfied, the first inequality in (3.8) and (4.12) imply
∆J(dk, ρk;x
k, ηk) + ωk = J(0, 0;x
k, ηk)− J(dk, ρk;xk, ηk) + ωk
≥ βφ[J(0, 0;xk, ηk)−D(uk, ρk;xk, ηk) + ωk]
≥ βφ[(1− βv)v(xk) + ωk] ≥ βφ(1− βv)(v(xk) + ωk)
≥ βl(v(xk) + ωk) ≥ βl(∆l(dk, 0;xk) + ωk).
which, together with (4.4), yields
∆l(dk, ρk;x
k) + ωk ≥ ∆J(dk, ρk;xk, ηk) + ωk ≥ βl(∆l(dk, 0;xk) + ωk).
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Therefore, (PSST) is not triggered in any iteration k ∈ S ∩T with k ≥ k¯. By
the definition of T , this means that S ∩ T is finite. Overall, we have shown
in this case that S ∩ D and S ∩ T are finite, meaning S is finite. However,
this contradicts the statement of the lemma, which defines S to be infinite.
Overall, since Case (c) leads to a contradiction, it follows that either Case (a) or (b)
must occur, which proves part (iv).
We are now prepared to prove a theorem about the behavior of the algorithm
when the penalty parameter is driven to zero. The theorem involves a statement
about points satisfying the well-known Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualifica-
tioin (MFCQ). Defining E = {1, . . . , m¯}, I = {m+ 1, . . . ,m},
A(x) = {i ∈ {m¯+ 1, . . . ,m} : ci(x) = 0},
and N (x) = {i ∈ {m¯+ 1, . . . ,m} : ci(x) < 0},
we now recall this qualification then state and prove our theorem.
Definition 16. A point x satisfies the MFCQ for problem (NLP) if v(x) = 0,
{∇ci(x) : i ∈ E} are linearly independent, and there exists d ∈ Rn such that
ci(x) + 〈∇ci(x), d〉 = 0 for all i ∈ E
and ci(x) + 〈∇ci(x), d〉 < 0 for all i ∈ I,
or, equivalently,
〈∇ci(x), d〉 = 0 for all i ∈ E and 〈∇ci(x), d〉 < 0 for all i ∈ A(x).
The dual form [16] of MFCQ states that ζi = 0, i ∈ E ∪ A(x) is the unique solution
of the linear system ∑
i∈E∪A(x)
ζi∇ci(x) = 0, ζi ≥ 0, i ∈ A(x).
Theorem 17. Suppose Assumption 7 holds and ρk → 0. Then, every limit point
of {xk}k∈D∪T is either an infeasible stationary point or a feasible point where the
MFCQ does not hold.
Proof. By Theorem 14(i), any limit point of {xk}k∈D∪T is either feasible or an
infeasible stationary point. If any such point is infeasible, then there is nothing left
to prove. We may thus proceed by letting x∗ represent a feasible limit point of
{xk}k∈D∪T . Our goal is to show that the MFCQ fails to hold at x∗.
Let S ⊆ D ∪ T be an infinite set such that {xk}k∈S → x∗. By Theorem 15(iv),
it follows that there exists a nonzero limit point u∗ of {u(jk)}k∈S∩D ∪ {uk}k∈S∩T .
In addition, from Lemma 13, it follows that (d,u) = (0,u∗) is stationary for the
feasibility subproblem at x∗. Therefore, it follows from (3.2) and the fact under
Assumption 7 that d = 0 lies in the interior of X that u∗m+1 = 0 and
u∗i =
{
ζi∗
∇ci(x∗)
‖∇ci(x∗)‖2 with ζ
i
∗ ∈ [−1, 1] for all i ∈ E
ζi∗
∇ci(x∗)
‖∇ci(x∗)‖2 with ζ
i
∗ ∈ [0, 1] for all i ∈ I
meaning that δ∗(u∗i |C∗i ) = −ζi∗ ci(x
∗)
‖∇ci(x∗)‖2 for all i ∈ E ∪ I.
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It follows that
0 = v(x∗) = J(0, 0;x∗, ·) = D(u∗, 0;x∗, ·)
= − 12 〈u∗0, H(0;x∗, ·)−1u∗0〉 −
∑
i∈E∪I
‖∇ci(x∗)‖2δ∗(u∗i |Ci)− δ∗(u∗m+1|X)
= − 12 〈u∗0, H(0;x∗, ·)−1u∗0〉+
∑
i∈E∪I
ζi∗ci(x
∗)
= − 12 〈u∗0, H(0;x∗, ·)−1u∗0〉+
∑
i∈N (x∗)
ζi∗ci(x
∗).
.
Since H(0;x∗, ·) is positive definite and ∑i∈N (x∗) ζi∗ci(x∗) ≤ 0, it follows that
1
2 〈u∗0, H(0;x∗, ·)−1u∗0〉 = 0 and
∑
i∈N (x∗)
ζi∗ci(x
∗) = 0,
yielding u∗0 = 0 and ζ
i
∗ = 0 for all i ∈ N (x∗). Overall, we have shown that the
constraints of (DQPrho) imply that
(4.13)
∑
i∈E∪A(x∗)
ζi∗∇ci(x∗) = 0.
Therefore, x∗ violates the dual form of the MFCQ because ζi∗, i ∈ E ∪ A(x∗) are not
all zero. Since we have reached a contradiction, it follows that the MFCQ cannot hold
at x∗, as desired.
We summarize the results of all of our theorems in the following corollary.
Corollary 18. Suppose Assumption 7 holds. Then, one of the following occurs.
(i) ρk → ρ∗ for some constant ρ∗ > 0 and each limit point of {xk} either corre-
sponds to a KKT point or an infeasible stationary point for problem (NLP).
(ii) ρk → 0 and all limit points of {xk} are infeasible stationary points for (NLP).
(iii) ρk → 0, all limit points of {xk} are feasible for (NLP), and the MFCQ fails
to hold at all limit points of {xk}k∈D∪T .
5. Implementation. In this section, we discuss techniques that can be used for
implementing our method. In §5.1, we describe details about how L-BFGS Hessian
approximations could be updated. In §5.2, we introduce a coordinate descent method
as an example subproblem solver that could be used with our method.
5.1. Discussion on L-BFGS Hessian approximation. In large-scale set-
tings, it is often intractable to compute and store exact Hessians. Instead, limited-
memory approximations of the Hessian could be used, e.g., based on L-BFGS [6, 13].
In this section, we describe how to update the Hessian approximation and its inverse
when ρ is updated by (DUST).
Assume the Hessian approximations have the form
Hρ = σI + ΨΣ
−1ΨT and H0 = γI + ΦΓ−1ΦT ,
where Ψ ∈ Rn×r with r  n and Φ ∈ Rn×l with l  n are low rank matrices, and
Σ ∈ Rr×r and Γ ∈ Rl×l are invertible. We investigate the inverse of Hρ by using the
following generalized matrix inversion formula. For any given invertible A ∈ Rn×n,
invertible S ∈ Rl×l, and U, V ∈ Rn×l, the Sherman-Morrison formula yields
(5.1) (A+ USV T )−1 = A−1 −A−1U(S−1 + V TA−1U)−1V TA−1.
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Using (5.1), the inverses of H0 and Hρ are given by
H−10 =
1
γ
[
I − Φ(γΓ + ΦTΦ)−1ΦT ] and H−1ρ = 1σ [I −Ψ(σΣ + ΨTΨ)−1ΨT ] .
These can be rewritten in a compact form. Defining
ΘT1 = (γΓ + Φ
TΦ)−1ΦT , ΘT2 = (σΣ + Ψ
TΨ)−1ΨT ,
it follows that
(5.2) H−10 =
1
γ
(I − ΦΘT1 ) and H−1ρ =
1
σ
[
I −ΨΘT2
]
.
After reducing ρ to a smaller value ρ¯ < ρ, one finds that
Hρ¯ = ρ¯Hf +H0 =
ρ¯
ρ
(H0 + ρHf ) + (1− ρ¯
ρ
)H0
= τHρ + (1− τ)H0
= σ¯I + τΨΣ−1ΨT + (1− τ)ΦΓ−1ΦT
= Hτ + (1− τ)ΦΓ−1ΦT ,
with
τ =
ρ¯
ρ
, σ¯ = τσ + (1− τ)γ, and Hτ = σ¯I + τΨΣ−1ΨT .
Therefore, we have
H−1τ =
1
σ¯
[I −ΨΘT3 ] with ΘT3 = (
σ¯
τ
Σ + ΨTΨ)−1ΨT ,
and H−1ρ¯ = H
−1
τ −H−1τ ΦΘT4 H−1τ with ΘT4 =
[
1
1− τ Γ + Φ
TH−1τ Φ
]−1
ΦT .
5.2. Subproblem Solver. As an example of a subproblem solver that can be
used within our approach, we present a coordinate descent algorithm to solve (QPrho).
For simplicity, let us assume that X = Rn. We have the following two subproblems:
min
x∈Rn
J(x; ρ) :=
1
2
xTHρx+ ρg
Tx+
m∑
i=1
|aTi x+ bi|+
m∑
i=m+1
(aTi x+ bi)+(5.3)
and min
z∈Rn
J(z; 0) :=
1
2
zTH0z +
m∑
i=1
|aTi z + bi|+
m∑
i=m+1
(aTi z + bi)+.(5.4)
Lagrangian duals of (5.3) and (5.4) are, respectively,
max
l≤η≤c
D(η; ρ) := −1
2
(AT η − ρg)TH−1ρ (AT η − ρg) + ηT b(5.5)
and max
l≤λ≤c
D(λ; 0) := −1
2
λTAH−10 A
Tλ+ λT b(5.6)
where l = [−1Tm,0Tm−m]T , A = [a1, . . . , am]T and c = 1m. The solutions of (5.3)
and (5.4) can be recovered by those of (5.5) and (5.6) as x = −H−1ρ (ρg + AT η) and
z = −H−10 ATλ, respectively. If we solve the feasibility dual problem (5.6), this will
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give us a better estimate of rv at the extra cost of solving for λ. If this cost becomes
prohibitive, we can use η instead of λ in the calculation of rv. This might lead to
more iterations for the subproblem solver. Algorithm 3 shows one iteration update of
a coordinate descent algorithm. Note that subproblems (5.7) and (5.8) minimize one
dimensional quadratics over a box constraint; hence, these have closed form solutions.
Algorithm 3 Coordinate Descent Algorithm
1: for i = 1, . . . ,m do
2: Set
ηki := argmax
li≤ηi≤ci
D(ηk1 , . . . , η
k
i−1, ηi, η
k−1
i+1 , . . . , η
k−1
m ; ρ
k−1)(5.7)
and λki := argmax
li≤λi≤ci
D(λk1 , . . . , λ
k
i−1, λi, λ
k−1
i+1 , . . . , λ
k−1
m ; 0).(5.8)
3: Update xk := −H−1ρ (ρg +AT ηk).
4: Set ρk by applying (DUST).
We will now discuss how to make one sweep over all coordinates in an efficient
manner when we use Hessian approximations. Since (5.7) and (5.8) have similar
structure, we will use (5.8) to demonstrate the implementation details.
Using (5.2), subproblem (5.6) can be written as
max
l≤λ≤c
D(λ; 0) := − 1
2γ
λTAATλ+
1
2γ
λTAΦΘT1 A
Tλ+ λT b.(5.9)
In large scale settings, it is not practical to calculate and store AAT . Usually, A will
have a nice sparse structure, while AAT does not. Defining Q := AΦ and Q˜ := AΘ1,
subproblem (5.9) becomes
max
l≤λ≤c
D(λ; 0) := − 1
2γ
λTAATλ+
1
2γ
λTQQ˜Tλ+ λT b.(5.10)
The partial derivative of D(λ; 0) with respect to λi is given by
∂D(λ; 0)
∂λi
:=
1
γ
m∑
j=1
(−aTi aj + qiq˜Tj )λj + bi,(5.11)
where qi and q˜i are the i-th row of Q and Q˜ respectively. Then, (5.8) becomes
λki =

li if a
T
i ai − qiq˜Tj = 0 and ∂D(λ;0)∂λi < 0
[li, ci] if a
T
i ai − qiq˜Tj = 0 and ∂D(λ;0)∂λi = 0
ci if a
T
i ai − qiq˜Tj = 0 and ∂D(λ;0)∂λi > 0
µi if a
T
i ai − qiq˜Tj 6= 0,
(5.12)
where
µi := mid

γbi −
i−1∑
j=1
(aTi aj − qiq˜Tj )λkj −
n∑
j=i+1
(aTi aj − qiq˜Tj )λk−1j
aTi ai − qiq˜Tj
, li, ci
 .
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Hence, the main calculation for the solution of (5.8) is the partial derivative (5.11).
Direct computation of (5.11) takes O(mn+ml) operations. In [12], it is shown that
coordinate descent will become competitive if there is an efficient way to compute
the partial derivative. Here, if we keep track of the vectors v :=
∑m
j=1 λjaj and
p :=
∑m
j=1 λj q˜j , then the complexity of the update of the derivative becomes O(n+ l)
which is much better than O(mn+ml). First notice that if we have v and p for the
most recent λ, then
∂D(λ; 0)
∂λi
=
1
γ
(−aTi v + qipT ) + bi,
i.e. given v and p, calculating (5.11) takes only O(n + l) operations. Next let us see
how to update v and p. Assume we update λk−1i to λ
k
i , then
v ← v + (λki − λk−1i )ai and p← p+ (λki − λk−1i )q˜i.
This shows the update of v and p is O(n + l). In summary, the total complexity for
each coordinate update is O(n+ l). Moreover, if A is a sparse matrix with an average
of ns nonzeros per row, then the complexity becomes O(ns + l).
6. Numerical Experiments. In this section, we present our experimental re-
sults on both feasible and infeasible test sets. For each iteration, Algorithm 3 described
in §5.2 is used to solve for dual variables, which in turn is used to obtain the corre-
sponding primal variables. Our code is implemented using Python and tested on a
2014 MacBook Air with 4 GB memory and 1.4 GHz Intel Core i5.
6.1. Feasible test. We tested on 126 CUTEr Hock-Schittkowski (hs) problems
[11] which are all feasible. We set the parameters stated in Algorithm 2 as γ = 0.5,
ρ(−1) = 1, βφ = 0.7, βv = 0.1, βl = 0.6βφ(1 − βv), ω0 = 10−2, θρ = 0.9, θω = 0.7,
θα = 10
−4, and η0 = 0m with x0 set as defined for each CUTEr problem. The
maximum iteration limit for the subproblem solver was set as 106, while a maximum
iteration limit for Algorithm 2 was set to be 200. We defined the maximum constraint
violation v∞(x) and the optimality KKT error opt(x) as
v∞(x) := max{|ci(x)| i = 1, · · · , m¯, (ci(x))+ i = m¯+ 1, · · · ,m},
opt(x) := max
{∥∥∥∥∥∇f(x) +
m∑
i=1
ηi∇ci(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
, ‖η ◦ c(x)‖∞
}
,
where ◦ denotes element-wise product. We terminate the algorithm if v∞(x) ≤ 10−5
and opt(x) ≤ 10−4, or the maximum iteration number 200 is reached. These 126
problems are of small size; hence we use the exact Hessian in our implementation. If
the Hessian, call it H, is not positive definite, then we apply the following modification
to adjust its negative eigenvalues. Let H = UΛUT be the eigen-decomposition of H,
where Λ = diag{λ1, · · · , λn}. For a prescribed constant τ > 0 (e.g., we use τ = 10−4
in these experiments), we reset λi ← max{λi, τ} and replace H with U Λ˜UT where Λ˜
is the corresponding modification of Λ. We also perform the following modification
to control the condition number of the Hessian (approximation) employed in the
algorithm: If cond(H) > tc > 0 (e.g., we use tc = 10
6 in these experiments), then
we replace H by αH + (1 − α)I where α is the largest value in [0, 1] such that the
resulting matrix has condition number less than or equal to tc.
For these experiments, we have the following observations.
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Table 1
Performance comparison of SQuID and the proposed algorithm on feasible problems.
Problem type Algorithm Succeed Fail Infeasible Total
Feasible hs
problems
SQuID 110 (90.16%) 11 (9.02%) 1 (0.82%) 122
Proposed 115 (91.20%) 11 (8.80%) 0 126
HS11 HS43 HS61
l l
l
l
l
l
l l l
l l l l l
l
l
l
l l l l l l l
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Fig. 1. ρ values for problems hs11, hs43 and hs61.
• Out of 126 CUTEr hs problems, our algorithm successfully solved 115, which
is a success rate of about 91% ≈ 115/126. 1 Our proposed method outperforms
the SQuID algorithm proposed in [3], which is also a penalty-SQP method
with automatic infeasibility detection, although it requires two exact QP
solves per iteration. The comparison statistics2 are shown in Table 1. Table 5
summarizes the detailed output for these 115 successful cases, where “# iter”
means the number of iterations and “# f” denotes the number of function
evaluations.
• Our (DUST) updating strategy works very well in these experiments, and
does not cause ρ to become excessively small for most cases. To illustrate the
behavior of the penalty parameter updates, we plot ρ values for three sample
problems—hs11, hs43 and hs61—in Figure 1.
• The parameter ω did not require much tuning. We used ω0 = 10−2 across
all problems and achieved our 91% success rate. We also ran the experiment
with ω0 = 10
−1 and saw the same set of 115 problems solved successfully.
• We test the sensitivity of our algorithm with respect to the parameter βφ.
We ran the same experiments with βφ = 0.5 and βφ = 0.99. We have 113
successful cases for βφ = 0.5, (see Table 6), and 111 successful cases for βφ =
0.99 (see Table 7). The additional failure cases in βφ = 0.5 and βφ = 0.99
compared to βφ = 0.7 are all due to subproblem exceeding the maximum
iteration number.
• Coordinate descent performs poorly on ill-conditioned subproblems. We ob-
served that some subproblems require more than 5 × 105 steps to reach the
specified accuracy. Since the focus of this paper is on the ρ update strat-
egy, we did not explore other subproblem solvers that might have performed
better. Instead, we used a large iteration limit for the subproblem solver.
1The termination criterion of SQuID in [3] is based on the relative KKT residual scaled by ρ.
2The performance statistics for SQuID is obtained from [3], where the overall number of hs
problems is 122 due to compiling errors.
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• In a few cases, the Hessian modification strategy described above did not
work well. For example, for problems hs72 and hs75, we had to reduce the
modification constant to 10−8 to achieve convergence, since the scale of the
Hessian for both problems is around 10−4. For problem hs93, convergence is
observed with modification constant 10−2.
6.2. Infeasible test. As in [3], we modified the 126 CUTEr Hock-Schittkowski
(hs) problems by adding bound constraints x1 ≤ 0 and x1 ≥ 1 to make all hs problems
infeasible; we refer to these problems as hs inf. All the parameters used for this
infeasible test set are the same as mentioned for the feasible test set, except we
increase the maximum iteration limit for the subproblem solver to 20000. Defining
the feasibility KKT error fea(x) as
fea(x) := max
{∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1
ηi∇ci(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
,
∥∥(e− ηE) ◦ [cE(x)]+∥∥∞ ,∥∥(e+ ηE) ◦ [cE(x)]−∥∥∞ ,∥∥(e− ηI) ◦ [cI(x)]+∥∥∞ ,∥∥ηI ◦ [cI(x)]−∥∥∞} ,
we use the same stopping criteria as in [3], except that we do not necessarily need to
drive ρ to 0; hence we drop “ρ ≤ 10−8” from the stopping criteria used in [3].
Table 2
Performance comparison of SQuID and the proposed algorithm on infeasible problems.
Problem type Algorithm Succeed Fail Total
Infeasible hs
problems (hs inf)
SQuID 111 (90.24%) 12 (9.76%) 123
Proposed 116 (92.10%) 10 (7.90%) 126
For these experiments, we have the following observations.
• Out of 126 hs inf problems, our algorithm successfully solved 116, which is
a success rate of about 92% ≈ 116/126. Our proposed method also outper-
forms SQuID on infeasible problems. The comparison statistics3 are shown
in Table 2. Table 8 summarizes the detailed output for these 116 successful
cases.
• In a few cases, the Hessian modification strategy described above did not work
well. For example, for problems hs104 inf, hs114 inf, hs8 inf, hs23 inf
and hs93 inf, convergence is observed when we increase the modification
constant from 10−4 to 10−2.
6.3. Large scale test. We also applied our implementation to solve some large
scale problems from the CUTEr test set; see Table 3. The parameter settings used
were the same as used in Section 6.1, except that we set the iteration limit for the
subproblem solver to be 2000. We used L-BFGS for the Hessian approximations which
pairs well with the coordinate descent algorithm giving a O(n + `) total complexity
for each coordinate update. Table 4 presents the results for successful runs. For the
remaining problems not shown, the coordinate descent QP algorithm could not reach
the desired accuracy within the maximum number of subproblem iterations. We leave
further investigation into the most effective iterative QP solver for these problems to
future work since this is beyond the scope of the paper.
3The performance statistics for SQuID is obtained from [3], where the overall number of hs
problems is 123 due to compiling errors.
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To recognize the benefits of our proposed algorithm compared to an alternative
approach, let us consider the CPU times required to run the experiments whose results
are shown in Table 4 compared to the CPU times that would be required by SQuID
from [3]. The aforementioned implementation of SQuID was not able to terminate
successfully on any of the problems in Table 3 within 10 minutes. The primary expense
is solving the QP subproblems to high accuracy in each iteration. By contrast, the
result shown in Table 4 that required the most CPU time was the run for problem
LUKVLE10, where the entire run terminated in 64 seconds. The benefits of our proposed
algorithm are clear when solving large-scale problems. (On a contemporary laptop
to computer, the state-of-the-art code Ipopt [17] solves problem LUKVLE10 in only a
couple of seconds, but that code benefits from two decades of software development.)
Table 3
CUTEr 13 large scale problems.
Problem # constraints # variables # equalities
DTOC1NA 3996 5998 3996
DTOC1NB 3996 5998 3996
DTOC1ND 3996 5998 3996
EG3 20000 10001 1
GILBERT 1 5000 1
JANNSON4 2 10000 0
LUKVLE1 9998 10000 9998
LUKVLE10 9998 10000 9998
LUKVLE3 2 10000 2
LUKVLE6 4999 9999 4999
LUKVLI13 6664 9998 0
LUKVLI3 2 10000 0
LUKVLI6 4999 9999 0
Table 4
Test results on CUTEr 13 large scale problems.
Problem # iter # f f(x∗) v(x∗) KKT Final ρ
DTOC1NA 13 13 4.138866e+00 2.215482e−06 1.878763e−05 0.751447
DTOC1NB 13 13 7.138849e+00 4.835061e−07 3.550798e−05 0.849347
DTOC1ND 14 19 4.760303e+01 1.799990e−07 4.807062e−05 0.815373
EG3 10 10 8.048306e−06 0.000000e+00 7.317141e−05 0.479603
GILBERT 74 74 2.459468e+03 2.170219e−08 4.047202e−06 0.024360
JANNSON4 79 80 9.801970e+03 6.956902e−08 1.830188e−05 0.009923
LUKVLE1 13 25 4.821043e−14 3.087659e−08 5.364314e−05 0.960000
LUKVLE10 191 191 3.534934e+03 2.224607e−09 9.783636e−05 0.282103
LUKVLE3 41 49 2.758658e+01 9.747758e−14 4.949755e−05 0.318856
LUKVLE6 39 68 6.286441e+05 1.436051e−12 6.916637e−05 0.360397
LUKVLI13 65 76 1.321855e+02 3.212148e−09 7.052314e−05 0.293858
LUKVLI3 70 78 1.157754e+01 9.010570e−13 6.644757e−05 0.442002
LUKVLI6 43 63 6.286441e+05 1.390753e−11 6.766861e−05 0.195366
7. Conclusion. In this paper, we have proposed a penalty-SQP framework for
solving nonlinear optimization problems. The novelty of this work is a dynamic
penalty parameter updating strategy that is carried out within the QP subproblem
solver, so that at the end of the QP solve, a search direction and a new penalty pa-
rameter are both obtained. The key idea is to force improvement toward feasibility
whenever optimality and complementarity are sufficiently improved. This enables the
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SQP algorithm to finish penalty parameter updating and infeasibility detection via
inexact solves for only one subproblem in each iteration, a feature which is not shared
with most contemporary solvers which require two subproblem solves per iteration.
The convergence properties that we have proved for our algorithm guarantees the
effectiveness of our updating strategy under reasonable assumptions. The empirical
effects of our strategy are demonstrated in numerical results on small CUTEr exam-
ples. We remark, however, that the performance could be further enhanced with the
development of a more efficient QP subproblem solver and a more robust approach
to addressing ill-conditioning of the Hessian approximation.
Table 5: CUTEr hs test results, 115 successful cases out of 126 problems.
Problem # iter # f f(x∗) v(x∗) KKT Final ρ
hs1 24 34 4.215353e−17 0.000000e+00 2.983621e−09 1.000000
hs10 8 9 −1.000001e+00 1.551523e−06 3.360370e−06 1.000000
hs100 11 22 6.806301e+02 2.403271e−06 8.021402e−06 0.540664
hs100lnp 10 31 6.806301e+02 9.444675e−06 1.615661e−06 0.150095
hs100mod 7 23 6.786796e+02 3.188191e−09 4.598100e−09 0.572194
hs101 51 145 1.809765e+03 3.225274e−08 4.579758e−07 0.000132
hs102 43 107 9.118803e+02 1.106847e−07 1.286046e−06 0.000274
hs103 45 135 5.436642e+02 3.902120e−06 7.284432e−06 0.000567
hs104 13 47 4.200002e+00 1.768636e−06 4.698347e−05 0.900000
hs105 20 990 1.044612e+03 1.067283e−07 8.477262e−05 0.004175
hs107 22 26 5.054972e+03 8.384681e−06 1.727293e−05 0.000688
hs108 18 32 −6.749664e−01 1.208205e−07 5.516680e−05 0.900000
hs109 78 220 5.362069e+03 7.846857e−07 8.667739e−05 0.128672
hs11 8 9 −8.498465e+00 1.225127e−07 1.349376e−06 0.218726
hs110 3 5 −4.577848e+01 0.000000e+00 6.067373e−09 1.000000
hs111 21 33 −4.776110e+01 4.440919e−06 2.258500e−05 0.042014
hs111lnp 20 30 −4.776119e+01 9.859016e−06 2.462468e−05 0.041440
hs112 21 23 −4.776117e+01 7.792329e−06 2.725259e−06 0.044630
hs113 16 17 2.430625e+01 1.363357e−06 9.915806e−06 0.387420
hs117 14 21 3.235087e+01 7.313662e−06 2.220430e−05 0.011973
hs118 19 20 9.329922e+02 9.973521e−06 1.820177e−06 0.064666
hs119 20 21 2.448993e+02 8.555172e−06 1.909610e−06 0.146587
hs12 5 9 −3.000000e+01 3.991066e−07 2.934243e−07 1.000000
hs14 20 89 1.393453e+00 7.451143e−06 4.922505e−06 0.414328
hs15 10 11 3.603797e+02 4.207535e−08 1.368772e−05 0.002465
hs16 20 21 2.314403e+01 9.780175e−06 9.391250e−05 0.014781
hs17 9 11 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 9.445528e−07 0.018248
hs18 7 8 5.000000e+00 2.771074e−09 4.843401e−08 1.000000
hs19 33 47 −6.961824e+03 8.499568e−06 8.737095e−06 0.000508
hs2 7 9 4.941229e+00 0.000000e+00 4.601831e−07 1.000000
hs20 25 26 4.019818e+01 2.882271e−06 9.114286e−05 0.008031
hs21 2 3 −9.996000e+01 4.440892e−16 4.999500e−09 1.000000
hs21mod 8 9 −9.596000e+01 2.220446e−16 4.371328e−18 0.162885
hs22 11 127 1.000002e+00 0.000000e+00 2.386921e−06 1.000000
hs23 20 21 1.999981e+00 9.518632e−06 5.376723e−06 0.282430
hs24 13 14 −9.998651e−01 2.585931e−12 7.171626e−05 0.531441
hs25 1 2 3.283500e+01 0.000000e+00 2.005805e−08 1.000000
hs26 13 28 2.172765e−10 4.361497e−06 2.031413e−07 1.000000
hs268 3 4 8.608487e−06 0.000000e+00 2.526260e−05 1.000000
hs27 7 11 4.000000e−02 1.781389e−19 5.580537e−05 1.000000
hs28 2 3 1.117108e−13 0.000000e+00 2.034355e−07 1.000000
hs29 8 9 −2.262742e+01 5.095551e−10 1.211382e−05 0.680483
hs3 7 8 2.338799e−04 0.000000e+00 9.672226e−05 1.000000
hs30 18 75 1.000103e+00 0.000000e+00 6.717072e−05 0.590490
hs31 9 11 6.000000e+00 1.192496e−08 7.648903e−05 0.104597
hs32 12 13 1.000880e+00 1.018075e−13 9.627754e−05 0.109419
Continued on next page
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Table 5 – continued from previous page
Problem # iter # f f(x∗) v(x∗) KKT Final ρ
hs33 9 93 −4.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 3.969005e−10 0.088629
hs34 19 28 −8.340328e−01 8.685515e−06 3.003686e−07 0.810000
hs35 1 2 1.111111e−01 0.000000e+00 8.332954e−05 1.000000
hs35i 1 2 1.111111e−01 0.000000e+00 8.332954e−05 1.000000
hs35mod 2 3 2.500000e−01 1.110223e−16 3.332426e−05 1.000000
hs36 16 17 −3.299993e+03 0.000000e+00 9.244868e−05 0.003757
hs37 8 11 −3.456000e+03 2.426503e−12 3.681286e−05 0.006363
hs38 37 57 4.607342e−11 0.000000e+00 4.104272e−06 1.000000
hs39 22 23 −1.000009e+00 9.375743e−06 6.443443e−06 0.687275
hs3mod 2 3 8.026142e−14 0.000000e+00 1.162326e−07 1.000000
hs4 2 3 2.666667e+00 0.000000e+00 3.149394e−15 0.228768
hs40 19 20 −2.500008e−01 9.306140e−06 2.419174e−06 1.000000
hs41 12 85 1.925925e+00 8.483081e−06 1.021823e−06 0.440257
hs42 4 18 1.385786e+01 2.177929e−10 1.588578e−05 0.313419
hs43 15 17 −4.399990e+01 1.315519e−08 3.235023e−05 0.324783
hs44 18 19 −1.499991e+01 5.129125e−06 1.160088e−05 0.079766
hs44new 20 21 −1.500002e+01 6.312695e−06 3.358322e−06 0.047101
hs45 17 18 1.000018e+00 6.508614e−06 1.250044e−05 0.590490
hs46 17 18 4.352054e−09 9.197854e−06 3.362897e−07 1.000000
hs47 16 20 1.134167e−09 9.982054e−06 1.208686e−06 0.135085
hs48 8 9 2.516051e−19 5.230553e−06 1.162349e−09 1.000000
hs49 13 14 2.791394e−07 7.660539e−12 3.325774e−05 1.000000
hs5 4 7 −1.913223e+00 0.000000e+00 3.354020e−05 0.656100
hs50 10 11 3.510103e−17 6.655753e−06 1.845457e−08 0.088629
hs51 2 3 6.496671e−17 1.204511e−08 9.999249e−09 1.000000
hs52 22 23 5.326608e+00 6.900875e−06 3.165318e−06 0.101755
hs53 21 22 4.092979e+00 9.854539e−06 4.525700e−06 0.129100
hs54 6 7 −1.561253e−01 4.934009e−10 9.544783e−05 1.000000
hs55 20 21 6.666664e+00 7.546464e−06 1.148850e−06 0.919332
hs56 9 11 −3.456002e+00 2.128966e−06 1.199327e−05 0.479441
hs57 1 2 3.064627e−02 0.000000e+00 2.696159e−06 1.000000
hs59 8 12 −7.802789e+00 0.000000e+00 3.334643e−06 0.900000
hs6 9 24 8.091820e−10 1.605262e−07 2.842575e−05 1.000000
hs60 5 6 3.256820e−02 9.958889e−08 1.894968e−07 1.000000
hs61 13 47 −1.436461e+02 1.588448e−06 4.775740e−07 0.338698
hs62 5 7 −2.627251e+04 1.526557e−16 4.647296e−07 0.001456
hs63 14 18 9.617152e+02 9.119443e−06 5.246424e−06 0.470499
hs64 43 44 6.299843e+03 1.254110e−08 7.139929e−05 0.041838
hs65 6 7 9.535284e−01 5.315868e−06 4.367160e−07 1.000000
hs66 6 10 5.181619e−01 7.088741e−06 1.275973e−06 0.900000
hs67 16 17 −1.162119e+03 0.000000e+00 6.495889e−05 1.000000
hs7 7 8 −1.732051e+00 9.245062e−07 1.247472e−06 1.000000
hs70 5 6 1.877865e−01 0.000000e+00 5.938470e−05 0.656100
hs71 20 29 1.701402e+01 6.474528e−06 6.121931e−07 0.585588
hs72 55 56 7.276756e+02 8.987068e−08 1.880063e−05 0.000015
hs73 18 19 2.989474e+01 1.903667e−09 8.426837e−06 0.032691
hs74 21 22 5.126498e+03 7.848646e−06 2.976747e−06 0.122491
hs75 181 531 5.174413e+03 5.201418e−06 7.131113e−07 0.000250
hs76 8 476 −4.681819e+00 5.280851e−07 9.252311e−05 0.387420
hs76i 7 80 −4.681711e+00 2.944135e−16 5.144605e−05 0.478297
hs77 19 21 2.415058e−01 7.872245e−06 6.733883e−07 1.000000
hs78 20 21 −2.919704e+00 8.018328e−06 2.979643e−06 0.656100
hs79 17 66 7.877677e−02 7.944258e−06 5.286831e−08 1.000000
hs8 15 48 −1.000000e+00 5.982302e−06 2.948125e−10 1.000000
hs80 17 84 5.394955e−02 7.682287e−06 2.102159e−07 1.000000
hs81 19 20 5.394951e−02 8.821814e−06 2.438733e−07 0.900000
hs86 19 375 −3.234871e+01 3.029890e−06 1.877376e−06 0.052335
hs88 33 37 1.362657e+00 2.312826e−12 3.800417e−07 0.000645
hs89 31 66 1.362657e+00 6.336861e−13 1.383187e−07 0.000693
Continued on next page
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Problem # iter # f f(x∗) v(x∗) KKT Final ρ
hs9 2 3 −5.000000e−01 6.821210e−13 6.842740e−05 1.000000
hs90 33 49 1.362657e+00 7.690347e−12 4.771747e−06 0.000652
hs91 34 48 1.362657e+00 8.400233e−14 3.786938e−08 0.000660
hs92 33 44 1.362657e+00 1.792880e−11 1.663324e−05 0.000677
hs93 57 59 1.350759e+00 2.145353e−10 9.788245e−05 0.011972
hs95 26 27 1.567252e−02 3.024953e−10 3.415001e−05 0.011169
hs96 22 40 1.587067e−02 8.966170e−11 6.374995e−05 0.011070
hs97 34 60 4.071230e+00 5.619911e−08 7.635879e−05 0.001126
hs98 49 198 4.071243e+00 1.332748e−08 9.266559e−05 0.001105
hs99 18 19 −8.310799e+08 7.331983e−06 1.215967e−06 1.000000
Table 6: CUTEr hs test results, 113 successful cases out of 126 problems with
βφ = 0.5.
Problem # iter # f f(x∗) v(x∗) KKT Final ρ
hs1 24 34 4.215353e−17 0.000000e+00 2.983621e−09 1.000000
hs10 8 9 −1.000001e+00 1.551523e−06 3.360370e−06 1.000000
hs100 12 82 6.806301e+02 1.266571e−10 2.188096e−05 0.568586
hs100lnp 12 54 6.806301e+02 4.923703e−06 1.323439e−05 0.135085
hs100mod 7 23 6.786796e+02 1.128043e−09 2.302428e−09 0.665922
hs101 68 231 1.809744e+03 4.591308e−06 2.266775e−05 0.000153
hs104 13 21 4.200000e+00 2.658767e−10 7.616564e−08 0.718165
hs105 54 1060 1.044612e+03 2.560362e−08 3.225074e−05 0.003757
hs107 27 31 5.054978e+03 7.030538e−06 3.275745e−05 0.000761
hs108 18 38 −6.746727e−01 0.000000e+00 8.059244e−05 0.656100
hs109 91 208 5.362069e+03 5.071941e−06 7.901648e−05 0.143136
hs11 10 11 −8.498464e+00 1.123963e−08 1.512764e−07 0.251157
hs110 3 5 −4.577848e+01 0.000000e+00 6.067373e−09 1.000000
hs111 26 42 −4.776110e+01 2.671024e−06 1.824005e−06 0.044867
hs111lnp 29 45 −4.776109e+01 3.505706e−06 1.208402e−05 0.037393
hs112 24 27 −4.776118e+01 9.084188e−06 3.331079e−06 0.045371
hs113 15 16 2.430637e+01 3.236107e−06 3.610382e−05 0.387420
hs117 19 21 3.235008e+01 3.046132e−06 1.097142e−05 0.007070
hs118 24 25 9.329922e+02 7.148723e−06 1.631322e−06 0.076232
hs119 26 27 2.448993e+02 7.988931e−06 2.257583e−06 0.160258
hs12 5 9 −3.000000e+01 3.991066e−07 2.934243e−07 1.000000
hs14 23 119 1.393453e+00 7.451723e−06 5.102185e−06 0.429421
hs15 11 13 3.603798e+02 2.109424e−13 1.423044e−08 0.004071
hs16 24 25 2.314415e+01 7.882727e−06 7.697258e−05 0.014781
hs17 9 11 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.061723e−06 0.018248
hs18 9 10 5.000000e+00 1.234419e−08 1.001887e−07 1.000000
hs19 48 54 −6.961818e+03 3.596275e−06 2.625654e−06 0.000594
hs2 7 9 4.941229e+00 0.000000e+00 4.601831e−07 1.000000
hs20 32 33 4.019833e+01 2.088097e−06 9.533308e−05 0.009253
hs21 2 3 −9.996000e+01 4.440892e−16 4.999500e−09 1.000000
hs21mod 10 45 −9.596000e+01 0.000000e+00 8.731893e−11 0.189722
hs22 18 430 1.000005e+00 0.000000e+00 4.011241e−05 1.000000
hs23 16 17 2.000266e+00 0.000000e+00 6.251621e−05 0.150095
hs24 16 17 −9.998796e−01 0.000000e+00 8.782431e−05 0.729000
hs25 1 2 3.283500e+01 0.000000e+00 2.005805e−08 1.000000
hs26 13 28 2.172765e−10 4.361497e−06 2.031413e−07 1.000000
hs268 3 4 8.608487e−06 0.000000e+00 2.526260e−05 1.000000
hs27 7 11 4.000000e−02 1.781389e−19 5.580537e−05 1.000000
hs28 2 3 1.117108e−13 0.000000e+00 2.034355e−07 1.000000
hs29 8 9 −2.262742e+01 6.786021e−10 1.127105e−05 0.798638
hs3 7 8 2.338799e−04 0.000000e+00 9.672226e−05 1.000000
hs30 17 62 1.000015e+00 4.979195e−06 6.160904e−05 0.900000
hs31 8 10 5.999995e+00 7.977267e−07 1.615447e−05 0.122758
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Problem # iter # f f(x∗) v(x∗) KKT Final ρ
hs32 15 16 1.001279e+00 5.218048e−15 9.183154e−05 0.071790
hs33 4 5 −4.000003e+00 3.003592e−07 5.131525e−06 0.088629
hs34 23 28 −8.340328e−01 6.899262e−06 2.413293e−07 0.810000
hs35 1 2 1.111111e−01 0.000000e+00 8.332954e−05 1.000000
hs35i 1 2 1.111111e−01 0.000000e+00 8.332954e−05 1.000000
hs35mod 3 7 2.500000e−01 0.000000e+00 1.082126e−07 0.810000
hs36 19 20 −3.299992e+03 0.000000e+00 9.398680e−05 0.003757
hs37 8 18 −3.456000e+03 0.000000e+00 3.881216e−05 0.006363
hs38 38 58 7.867591e−14 0.000000e+00 1.866336e−07 1.000000
hs39 27 28 −1.000008e+00 7.670604e−06 5.813017e−06 0.757858
hs3mod 2 3 8.026142e−14 0.000000e+00 1.162326e−07 1.000000
hs4 2 3 2.666667e+00 0.000000e+00 3.149394e−15 0.228768
hs40 23 24 −2.500012e−01 7.931705e−06 2.342802e−06 1.000000
hs41 17 86 1.925925e+00 6.326517e−06 1.242304e−06 0.516082
hs42 4 18 1.385786e+01 2.198841e−10 3.639101e−06 0.367839
hs43 15 17 −4.399977e+01 5.769252e−10 7.534945e−05 0.325810
hs44 21 22 −1.500003e+01 9.486390e−06 1.097773e−06 0.007070
hs44new 21 22 −1.299990e+01 7.165140e−06 7.888032e−06 0.042391
hs45 18 19 1.000077e+00 0.000000e+00 2.427232e−05 0.531441
hs46 21 54 1.908729e−09 8.068528e−06 1.842347e−07 1.000000
hs47 20 28 1.495011e−10 6.225418e−06 3.890209e−07 0.109419
hs48 9 10 2.756164e−20 4.143635e−06 4.604039e−10 1.000000
hs49 17 143 2.791394e−07 4.239720e−12 3.325774e−05 1.000000
hs5 5 8 −1.913223e+00 0.000000e+00 3.368922e−08 0.590490
hs50 11 12 3.197115e−16 2.625468e−07 5.107095e−08 0.006363
hs51 2 3 5.165478e−17 4.610553e−09 9.999748e−09 1.000000
hs52 27 28 5.326601e+00 8.035451e−06 4.260170e−06 0.113117
hs53 26 27 4.092982e+00 9.247958e−06 4.663561e−06 0.144093
hs54 6 7 −1.561253e−01 9.712104e−11 9.544783e−05 1.000000
hs55 22 23 6.666665e+00 9.411365e−06 1.599698e−06 0.810000
hs56 9 11 −3.456007e+00 5.250197e−06 5.892236e−05 0.478297
hs57 1 2 3.064627e−02 0.000000e+00 2.696159e−06 1.000000
hs59 21 60 −7.802789e+00 5.169181e−08 4.257062e−06 1.000000
hs6 9 24 8.091820e−10 1.605262e−07 2.842575e−05 1.000000
hs60 5 6 3.256820e−02 9.958889e−08 1.894968e−07 1.000000
hs61 17 110 −1.436461e+02 5.755363e−06 2.279362e−06 0.446153
hs62 5 7 −2.627251e+04 1.526557e−16 4.647296e−07 0.001456
hs63 19 51 9.617152e+02 5.037713e−06 2.648938e−06 0.430467
hs64 45 46 6.299843e+03 2.414132e−08 8.508737e−05 0.048452
hs65 6 7 9.535284e−01 5.332807e−06 4.381076e−07 1.000000
hs66 6 44 5.181617e−01 2.335037e−06 1.396659e−06 0.900000
hs67 17 18 −1.162119e+03 6.817694e−06 6.292961e−06 1.000000
hs69 117 209 −9.567129e+02 4.448109e−13 9.574185e−05 0.000002
hs7 7 8 −1.732051e+00 9.245062e−07 1.247472e−06 1.000000
hs70 19 34 1.875462e−01 0.000000e+00 9.767005e−05 0.656100
hs71 26 36 1.701402e+01 7.582508e−06 6.233309e−07 0.645973
hs72 76 77 7.277010e+02 7.386719e−10 1.621663e−05 0.000018
hs73 18 21 2.989574e+01 1.459998e−10 3.044686e−05 0.030903
hs74 29 30 5.126498e+03 5.202308e−06 1.885142e−06 0.137573
hs76 17 325 −4.681787e+00 2.220446e−16 4.714559e−05 0.430467
hs76i 22 437 −4.681822e+00 2.293698e−06 8.936387e−05 0.387420
hs77 23 26 2.415057e−01 6.573382e−06 5.622722e−07 1.000000
hs78 24 25 −2.919703e+00 7.440837e−06 3.113752e−06 0.729000
hs79 19 31 7.877664e−02 6.433766e−06 1.264371e−07 1.000000
hs8 17 19 −1.000000e+00 8.877931e−06 4.375083e−10 1.000000
hs80 19 20 5.394949e−02 9.291850e−06 3.046230e−07 1.000000
hs81 23 24 5.394956e−02 7.427161e−06 2.011085e−07 0.900000
hs86 29 302 −3.234877e+01 7.952470e−06 3.592137e−06 0.038152
hs88 43 47 1.362657e+00 2.171298e−13 6.694802e−08 0.000701
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Problem # iter # f f(x∗) v(x∗) KKT Final ρ
hs89 37 72 1.362657e+00 5.467216e−13 4.170063e−07 0.000734
hs9 2 3 −5.000000e−01 6.821210e−13 6.842740e−05 1.000000
hs90 44 51 1.362657e+00 7.816595e−13 8.366618e−05 0.000699
hs91 47 59 1.362657e+00 1.651768e−14 1.537274e−08 0.000694
hs92 46 57 1.362657e+00 6.403740e−14 3.249272e−08 0.000696
hs93 59 61 1.350760e+02 4.464122e−10 8.911687e−05 0.011973
hs95 28 33 1.572551e−02 5.708108e−13 7.454286e−05 0.010023
hs96 28 36 1.570997e−02 8.056444e−12 2.606842e−05 0.011554
hs97 49 114 3.135805e+00 2.494120e−08 9.749914e−05 0.001008
hs98 78 359 3.135808e+00 7.729489e−09 2.828064e−05 0.000731
hs99 23 26 −8.310799e+08 8.955496e−06 1.485217e−06 1.000000
Table 7: CUTEr hs test results, 111 successful cases out of 126 problems with
βφ = 0.99.
Problem # iter # f f(x∗) v(x∗) KKT Final ρ
hs1 24 34 4.215353e−17 0.000000e+00 2.983621e−09 1.000000
hs10 8 9 −1.000001e+00 1.454144e−06 7.004923e−05 0.964609
hs100 7 16 6.806301e+02 3.072384e−06 3.762049e−06 0.410794
hs100lnp 8 28 6.806301e+02 1.243959e−06 1.726943e−06 0.150095
hs100mod 7 23 6.786796e+02 1.918734e−07 1.932158e−07 0.405803
hs104 9 14 4.200000e+00 7.857448e−11 1.338461e−09 0.852182
hs105 21 24 1.044612e+03 6.440900e−09 9.183609e−05 0.005154
hs107 8 11 5.054992e+03 4.009292e−06 2.372680e−05 0.000813
hs108 9 19 −8.660181e−01 8.033984e−06 3.876695e−05 1.000000
hs109 57 145 5.362069e+03 5.287754e−07 9.963619e−05 0.106742
hs11 7 8 −8.498465e+00 2.140915e−07 2.327186e−06 0.160679
hs110 3 5 −4.577848e+01 0.000000e+00 6.067373e−09 1.000000
hs111 13 23 −4.776109e+01 1.828854e−06 8.498378e−05 0.037562
hs111lnp 17 31 −4.776110e+01 9.677666e−07 9.685628e−05 0.036232
hs112 9 10 −4.776111e+01 6.414382e−06 1.509000e−06 0.033584
hs113 6 7 2.430621e+01 7.842192e−06 3.828328e−06 0.430467
hs117 5 10 3.234984e+01 2.854480e−07 9.921332e−05 0.016423
hs118 8 9 9.329922e+02 9.331469e−06 1.385033e−06 0.051875
hs119 11 12 2.448995e+02 5.010450e−06 8.440035e−07 0.105371
hs12 5 9 −3.000000e+01 3.972022e−07 3.691353e−05 0.947984
hs14 8 40 1.393453e+00 7.453297e−06 3.473740e−06 0.292307
hs15 20 21 3.064994e+02 3.356833e−07 7.885639e−05 0.000901
hs17 9 10 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.311337e−07 0.018248
hs18 6 7 5.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 4.941352e−08 1.000000
hs19 21 31 −6.961814e+03 2.065775e−07 1.789287e−05 0.000485
hs2 7 9 4.941229e+00 0.000000e+00 4.601831e−07 1.000000
hs20 16 17 4.019853e+01 1.032912e−06 9.289010e−05 0.006655
hs21 2 3 −9.996000e+01 0.000000e+00 1.059788e−07 1.000000
hs21mod 6 7 −9.596000e+01 2.220446e−16 1.217378e−18 0.137065
hs22 4 5 1.000000e+00 1.463081e−09 1.174890e−05 0.812471
hs23 9 10 1.999983e+00 8.315618e−06 9.354214e−06 0.245995
hs24 8 9 −9.999917e−01 1.786971e−11 2.342727e−05 1.000000
hs25 1 2 3.283500e+01 0.000000e+00 2.005805e−08 1.000000
hs26 13 28 2.172765e−10 4.361497e−06 2.031413e−07 1.000000
hs268 3 4 8.608487e−06 0.000000e+00 2.526260e−05 1.000000
hs27 7 11 4.000000e−02 1.781389e−19 5.580537e−05 1.000000
hs28 2 3 1.117108e−13 0.000000e+00 2.034355e−07 1.000000
hs29 8 9 −2.262742e+01 1.387226e−09 1.643885e−05 0.509159
hs3 7 8 2.338799e−04 0.000000e+00 9.672226e−05 1.000000
hs30 9 11 1.000002e+00 5.926657e−06 1.713723e−05 0.900000
hs31 6 8 6.000002e+00 0.000000e+00 3.527147e−06 0.078262
hs32 3 4 1.000217e+00 8.459899e−14 4.972783e−05 0.228768
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Problem # iter # f f(x∗) v(x∗) KKT Final ρ
hs33 4 6 −3.999996e+00 2.597922e−10 3.209629e−06 0.088629
hs34 8 15 −8.340328e−01 8.697522e−06 3.382240e−07 0.900000
hs35 1 2 1.111111e−01 0.000000e+00 8.332954e−05 1.000000
hs35i 1 2 1.111111e−01 0.000000e+00 8.332954e−05 1.000000
hs35mod 2 3 2.500037e−01 1.110223e−16 6.582735e−06 0.900000
hs36 9 10 −3.300001e+03 9.869097e−06 9.110111e−06 0.005726
hs37 7 8 −3.456000e+03 1.595168e−11 9.119249e−05 0.006363
hs38 37 58 6.716615e−09 0.000000e+00 9.209631e−05 1.000000
hs39 10 11 −1.000010e+00 9.589344e−06 5.495945e−06 0.573155
hs3mod 2 3 8.026142e−14 0.000000e+00 1.162326e−07 1.000000
hs4 2 3 2.666667e+00 0.000000e+00 3.149394e−15 0.228768
hs40 9 10 −2.500017e−01 7.450609e−06 2.239323e−06 1.000000
hs41 6 7 1.925926e+00 1.833479e−06 6.510768e−05 0.327095
hs42 4 18 1.385786e+01 2.149501e−10 4.274437e−05 0.234510
hs43 10 12 −4.399999e+01 1.159501e−10 2.722291e−06 0.313363
hs44 12 13 −1.500007e+01 9.977008e−06 9.552142e−06 0.109419
hs44new 13 14 −1.500005e+01 6.267152e−06 6.000245e−06 0.109419
hs45 14 15 1.000002e+00 0.000000e+00 6.280274e−07 0.506331
hs46 15 18 1.940719e−08 6.448602e−06 1.154214e−06 1.000000
hs47 15 20 4.310114e−09 2.798472e−06 6.038699e−06 0.313811
hs48 4 5 8.943420e−21 5.673768e−06 7.563741e−10 1.000000
hs49 13 14 2.791394e−07 7.657430e−12 3.325774e−05 1.000000
hs5 5 8 −1.913223e+00 0.000000e+00 4.292412e−06 0.387420
hs50 8 9 2.141999e−11 4.935936e−06 5.865571e−06 0.150095
hs51 2 3 6.496671e−17 1.204511e−08 9.999249e−09 1.000000
hs52 10 11 5.326603e+00 7.782006e−06 2.944367e−06 0.082081
hs53 9 10 4.092983e+00 9.355034e−06 2.718295e−06 0.086098
hs54 6 7 −1.561253e−01 8.805858e−10 9.544783e−05 1.000000
hs55 8 9 6.666669e+00 6.324330e−06 1.964817e−06 0.702330
hs56 7 9 −3.456003e+00 2.522962e−06 2.063936e−05 0.383819
hs57 1 2 3.064627e−02 0.000000e+00 2.696159e−06 1.000000
hs59 12 28 −7.802789e+00 1.375042e−09 7.514656e−07 1.000000
hs6 9 24 8.091820e−10 1.605262e−07 2.842575e−05 1.000000
hs60 5 6 3.256820e−02 9.958889e−08 1.894968e−07 1.000000
hs61 15 250 −1.436461e+02 1.592513e−06 3.957012e−07 0.282333
hs62 5 7 −2.627251e+04 1.526557e−16 4.647296e−07 0.001456
hs63 8 11 9.617152e+02 7.274287e−06 1.803124e−05 0.380778
hs64 43 44 6.299843e+03 9.138578e−09 8.249539e−05 0.031639
hs65 5 6 9.535288e−01 3.728086e−07 1.739860e−07 1.000000
hs66 3 8 5.181609e−01 6.792149e−06 1.674698e−06 1.000000
hs67 16 17 −1.162119e+03 0.000000e+00 3.710131e−07 1.000000
hs7 7 8 −1.732051e+00 9.245062e−07 1.247472e−06 1.000000
hs70 18 23 1.875514e−01 0.000000e+00 9.833571e−05 0.656100
hs71 10 17 1.701402e+01 5.412577e−06 2.626199e−05 0.387655
hs72 37 38 7.276793e+02 1.050624e−09 1.520144e−05 0.000015
hs73 5 6 2.989515e+01 9.876709e−07 1.702878e−05 0.029923
hs74 14 15 5.126498e+03 1.689201e−06 5.878016e−05 0.093021
hs75 138 482 5.174413e+03 8.891761e−06 2.216519e−05 0.000283
hs76 3 4 −4.681787e+00 3.049008e−16 1.646295e−05 0.531441
hs76i 2 3 −4.681771e+00 5.551115e−16 2.528737e−05 0.531441
hs77 10 12 2.415047e−01 5.346488e−06 2.731655e−06 1.000000
hs78 8 9 −2.919696e+00 6.902499e−06 1.418866e−06 0.329716
hs79 8 10 7.877678e−02 4.464599e−06 3.741699e−08 1.000000
hs8 7 8 −1.000000e+00 6.707219e−06 3.305371e−10 1.000000
hs80 8 11 5.394964e−02 5.273635e−06 1.839952e−07 1.000000
hs81 8 9 5.394952e−02 8.630110e−06 2.148511e−07 0.900000
hs86 3 4 −3.234849e+01 4.202104e−06 1.382075e−05 0.071790
hs88 25 39 1.362657e+00 2.457157e−14 2.541669e−08 0.000656
hs89 25 60 1.362657e+00 1.128935e−13 5.610106e−08 0.000678
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hs9 2 3 −5.000000e−01 6.821210e−13 6.842740e−05 1.000000
hs90 25 43 1.362657e+00 2.226114e−14 2.424408e−08 0.000655
hs91 26 51 1.362657e+00 2.715207e−11 6.579864e−06 0.000603
hs92 25 36 1.362657e+00 2.460974e−14 2.543059e−08 0.000656
hs93 64 66 1.350760e+02 4.470868e−11 9.377169e−05 0.010797
hs95 30 155 1.561995e−02 2.167244e−11 1.255226e−06 0.006987
hs96 15 22 1.571116e−02 5.942702e−09 1.456985e−05 0.007057
hs97 23 45 4.071230e+00 5.430853e−08 7.079277e−05 0.000927
hs98 23 41 4.071231e+00 5.204100e−08 7.454991e−05 0.000917
hs99 8 9 −8.310799e+08 5.530622e−06 9.172217e−07 1.000000
Table 8: Infeasible CUTEr hs test results, 116 successful cases out of 126
infeasible problems.
Problem # iter # f f(x∗) v(x∗) KKT Final ρ
hs100 inf 1 2 7.050369e+02 1.000000e+00 2.737830e−06 1.368915e−07
hs100lnp inf 12 27 6.962388e+02 1.000322e+00 1.038439e−08 9.697737e−03
hs100mod inf 1 2 7.050369e+02 1.000000e+00 2.737830e−06 1.368915e−07
hs101 inf 41 117 2.962431e+03 1.137023e+00 1.519645e−02 1.213144e−06
hs102 inf 45 103 2.998736e+03 1.031044e+00 5.193474e−03 3.135696e−05
hs103 inf 46 131 2.786811e+03 1.000003e+00 3.274512e−06 1.955742e−05
hs104 inf 22 33 4.200000e+00 1.011048e+00 1.779853e−06 3.311568e−03
hs105 inf 2 5 1.170198e+03 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 3.866220e−08
hs106 inf 55 59 2.000000e+03 2.275122e+00 9.272761e−04 1.642320e−02
hs107 inf 29 55 5.055009e+03 1.000001e+00 4.884375e−07 1.559948e−04
hs108 inf 20 25 −8.660197e−01 1.000002e+00 1.321342e−06 5.000000e−01
hs109 inf 64 140 4.777502e+03 3.656297e+02 3.723947e−02 6.828624e−03
hs10 inf 10 45 −1.000000e+00 1.000000e+00 4.253509e−11 5.000000e−01
hs111 inf 31 42 −4.529062e+01 1.000000e+00 1.557059e−07 4.458838e−02
hs111lnp inf 23 101 −4.529060e+01 1.000001e+00 1.103729e−07 1.079561e−02
hs112 inf 24 25 −4.776110e+01 1.000002e+00 1.159142e−06 4.198856e−02
hs113 inf 22 48 4.240308e+01 1.000000e+00 1.803741e−06 3.380110e−02
hs114 inf 129 137 −8.509095e+02 6.615003e+02 1.557715e+00 2.503156e−02
hs117 inf 1 2 2.398758e+03 1.000000e+00 8.926099e−06 1.368915e−07
hs118 inf 23 24 9.094002e+02 1.000002e+00 7.007491e−07 2.084545e−02
hs119 inf 16 17 2.450109e+02 1.000057e+00 1.161125e−08 2.431977e−08
hs11 inf 9 10 −7.998667e+00 1.000000e+00 2.613585e−08 1.902388e−01
hs12 inf 1 2 −7.451564e−02 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs13 inf 5 6 1.932833e+00 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.215767e−01
hs14 inf 24 55 1.393462e+00 1.000002e+00 1.634047e−06 3.695115e−01
hs15 inf 4 5 4.657848e−01 1.000000e+00 1.668519e−06 9.697737e−03
hs16 inf 6 7 6.417104e−01 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 2.906321e−06
hs17 inf 33 829 2.052191e+00 1.000000e+00 8.590665e−07 1.405123e−10
hs18 inf 55 85 1.568117e+02 2.000000e+00 6.661338e−16 9.740833e−04
hs1 inf 4 5 1.258025e+01 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 8.709974e−10
hs20 inf 11 12 1.178896e+02 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.083106e−09
hs21 inf 3 68 −9.999000e+01 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 7.504732e−02
hs21mod inf 7 8 −9.598670e+01 1.000000e+00 1.351003e−14 1.781441e−01
hs22 inf 5 40 1.000009e+00 1.000000e+00 1.623803e−08 5.000000e−01
hs23 inf 18 20 1.999963e+00 1.000019e+00 1.664523e−05 3.109002e−01
hs24 inf 1 2 −1.336948e−02 1.000000e+00 1.626221e−09 1.368915e−07
hs25 inf 10 13 3.283500e+01 1.000000e+00 7.749357e−14 1.000000e+00
hs268 inf 2 4 3.180734e+03 1.000000e+00 1.412204e−13 1.873928e−14
hs26 inf 13 36 6.949105e−02 1.000000e+00 4.654743e−10 1.213261e−08
hs27 inf 5 7 9.265421e−02 2.000000e+00 3.150539e−14 1.232023e−07
hs28 inf 2 3 5.001065e−08 1.000000e+00 8.255296e−11 1.368915e−07
hs29 inf 1 2 −1.001498e+00 1.000000e+00 1.567583e−07 1.368915e−07
hs2 inf 11 47 2.500000e+01 1.000000e+00 1.756152e−10 1.901548e−12
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hs30 inf 1 2 2.990881e+00 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs31 inf 28 527 1.873971e+01 1.000000e+00 8.464849e−07 6.844574e−08
hs32 inf 1 2 7.049285e+00 1.000000e+00 1.216813e−06 1.368915e−07
hs33 inf 1 2 −3.000761e+00 1.000000e+00 1.673118e−06 1.368915e−07
hs34 inf 1 2 −7.605082e−04 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs35 inf 1 2 2.228000e+00 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs35i inf 1 2 2.228000e+00 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs35mod inf 1 2 2.234820e+00 1.000000e+00 4.563049e−07 1.368915e−07
hs36 inf 6 7 −2.634143e+02 1.000000e+00 1.519082e−08 1.815123e−10
hs37 inf 7 76 −3.150257e+02 1.000000e+00 3.474836e−16 2.144845e−06
hs38 inf 5 6 2.801498e+01 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 3.807341e−09
hs3 inf 10 59 −2.846398e−14 1.000000e+00 1.907600e−10 1.000000e+00
hs3mod inf 2 3 9.983686e−01 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs40 inf 23 24 −2.500005e−01 1.000003e+00 1.605618e−06 1.000000e+00
hs41 inf 4 5 1.950869e+00 1.000000e+00 9.205041e−09 6.026930e−08
hs42 inf 1 13 1.400000e+01 2.000000e+00 7.605085e−07 1.368915e−07
hs43 inf 1 2 −4.101071e−01 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs44 inf 1 2 −1.520438e−03 1.000000e+00 1.521016e−07 1.368915e−07
hs44new inf 1 2 −1.002280e+00 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs45 inf 3 4 1.445187e+00 1.000000e+00 6.341053e−11 5.143153e−10
hs46 inf 2 9 3.277487e+00 1.000000e+00 1.715330e−07 1.475042e−09
hs47 inf 12 24 2.172792e−01 1.000040e+00 4.105068e−09 1.638935e−09
hs48 inf 18 178 7.951999e−06 1.000002e+00 1.978232e−06 1.711143e−08
hs49 inf 7 8 7.144037e−03 1.000001e+00 8.551244e−09 1.368915e−07
hs4 inf 2 3 6.265554e−01 1.000000e+00 1.521016e−07 1.368915e−07
hs50 inf 10 11 4.392824e−05 1.011312e+00 6.405816e−07 9.000000e−01
hs51 inf 20 49 1.048914e−10 1.000006e+00 2.581146e−06 3.125000e−02
hs52 inf 22 23 5.499964e+00 1.000006e+00 2.523975e−06 2.257227e−02
hs53 inf 22 23 5.499973e+00 1.000005e+00 1.457471e−06 4.416682e−02
hs54 inf 6 8 −2.282916e−90 1.000000e+00 4.000073e−04 1.000000e+00
hs55 inf 13 14 6.666659e+00 1.000053e+00 4.316596e−06 1.119802e−04
hs56 inf 7 13 −2.379995e+00 1.000382e+00 3.469250e−08 3.138106e−01
hs57 inf 1 2 5.079755e−02 4.000000e−01 4.024329e−06 1.368915e−07
hs59 inf 50 125 5.534983e+00 1.076927e+01 4.356665e−05 7.221198e−02
hs5 inf 1 2 9.905029e−01 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs60 inf 11 43 7.914655e−02 1.000000e+00 2.996201e−07 1.368915e−07
hs61 inf 22 32 −7.189256e+01 2.750853e+00 2.527758e−07 6.438145e−11
hs62 inf 2 38 −2.569993e+04 1.000000e+00 1.712570e−19 6.844574e−08
hs63 inf 17 23 9.681069e+02 1.000113e+00 1.265109e−06 1.041756e−01
hs65 inf 3 4 6.400195e+00 1.000000e+00 3.431161e−06 4.295800e−08
hs66 inf 8 118 5.183511e−01 1.000000e+00 1.917211e−06 5.978711e−02
hs67 inf 49 55 −5.179534e−01 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.930302e−08
hs68 inf 4 5 −8.692912e−01 1.010548e+00 7.077349e−07 3.486784e−01
hs69 inf 10 50 −9.433878e+02 1.000000e+00 3.979935e−08 1.933110e−08
hs6 inf 9 18 2.632899e−08 1.000000e+00 2.995589e−08 1.368915e−07
hs70 inf 3 4 2.133158e+00 1.000000e+00 5.329050e−08 5.892729e−08
hs71 inf 20 27 1.684920e+01 1.000022e+00 2.198781e−05 6.250000e−02
hs73 inf 12 13 2.996091e+01 1.000000e+00 2.680150e−15 1.230964e−02
hs74 inf 11 12 3.555000e+03 4.793332e+02 1.295432e−03 1.039186e−01
hs75 inf 10 11 3.555000e+03 4.793329e+02 9.790964e−04 1.105956e−01
hs76 inf 1 2 −1.257980e+00 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs76i inf 1 2 −1.257980e+00 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs77 inf 53 180 6.956721e−01 1.000268e+00 2.285362e−05 1.868347e−03
hs79 inf 18 19 1.504972e−01 1.000012e+00 5.587084e−06 2.058911e−01
hs7 inf 8 9 −1.732051e+00 1.000000e+00 5.038447e−09 1.000000e+00
hs81 inf 32 70 1.000008e+00 1.000009e+00 9.151413e−06 3.223196e−01
hs83 inf 17 18 −2.986759e+04 1.415960e+01 7.181688e−07 1.049888e−03
hs85 inf 47 48 4.137154e+01 9.368586e+06 8.784126e−06 1.102048e−03
hs86 inf 1 2 1.224387e+01 1.000000e+00 5.627761e−06 1.368915e−07
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hs87 inf 10 11 9.347058e+03 1.000208e+00 8.220663e−07 4.212087e−03
hs88 inf 5 6 1.169516e+00 1.000399e+00 1.011916e−07 1.232023e−07
hs89 inf 22 148 5.024977e+00 1.051266e+00 4.016240e−08 2.248197e−09
hs8 inf 13 15 −1.000000e+00 1.955966e+00 3.366090e−06 1.000000e+00
hs90 inf 13 29 1.543613e+00 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 4.230379e−09
hs91 inf 12 39 1.842669e+00 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 3.426607e−09
hs92 inf 10 78 1.823176e+00 1.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 1.368915e−07
hs93 inf 5 14 1.692649e−14 3.070000e+00 5.126290e−21 2.996907e−04
hs95 inf 8 11 1.292305e+00 6.907751e−01 1.852601e−03 6.953210e−03
hs96 inf 6 8 −1.137676e−01 1.002112e+00 2.102580e−03 1.126420e−02
hs97 inf 17 26 3.654643e+00 1.001483e+00 8.537328e−04 2.783380e−05
hs98 inf 14 23 3.779482e+00 1.003179e+00 2.049170e−03 3.672281e−05
hs99 inf 10 13 −8.310797e+08 1.004413e+00 4.413353e−03 1.000000e+00
hs9 inf 1 19 1.439486e−10 1.000000e+00 1.710708e−07 5.983858e−07
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